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While CISS has tried to include the most current information and has made every
effort to ensure the accuracy of this Handbook at the time of publication, you may
find that some of the details need updating. This Handbook was produced to be
used as a reference by current or prospective international scholars employed
by Kyung Hee University. The contents of this guide are not an endorsement by
the CISS or Kyung Hee University of any particular resource, service,
establishment or product. CISS hopes you will bring any inaccuracies in this
guide to our attention. If you do find a mistake or have any suggestions to
improve this Handbook, CISS would be glad to hear from you at
ciss_sc@khu.ac.kr.
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WELCOME
TO
KYUNG HEE

Dear International Scholar We at the Center for
International Students & Scholars (CISS) hopes to extend a
warm welcome to students and potential international
scholars, and are proud to add your presence here to our
growing community of scholarship at Kyung Hee, and we
hope that you will find the University to be a place conducive
to future accomplishments in research and other creative
activities.

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS

Kyung Hee is a complex institution. As you discover Kyung
Hee’s resources and learn about its culture and traditions,
you might have difficulties in getting accustomed to them. In
order to ease your adjustment to life and school at Kyung
Hee University, we have prepared this guide to help with any
matters that might come up during your time at Kyung Hee
University.

The Center for International Students and Scholars (CISS) is the embodiment of our
efforts at Kyung Hee University to create a location in which our international students
and scholars can easily visit us at our office with any concerns that they may have. At
CISS you will find friendly advisers who are experts in immigration regulations and
assistants who will gladly assist you with any problems relating to academics, campus
and community life.

How can the CISS staff help me?

If you need any assistance during your stay, please contact
our office.

The CISS staff can assist with problems related to immigration and employment status,
social and personal adjustments to a new culture, and practical matters related to
students staying at Kyung Hee University. They can provide you with an orientation to
the university community and the city of Seoul, and can provide you with packets of
information. The CISS can also assist visiting international scholars with immigration
matters, work permits, advice on personal concerns, or any topic of special interest.

Again, welcome to Kyung Hee University.

Dr. Gon Khang,
Dean,
Office of International Affairs & the Center for
International Students and Scholars (CISS)

Who works in the CISS?
The friendly members of the CISS are ready to provide high quality support to meet the
needs of international students and scholars at our University. The following are team
members of the CISS, as well as their positions and contact details:

Office Staff
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Dr. Gon Khang

Dr. Jung Ju Yoon

Dean, Office of International Affairs &
the Center for International Students
and Scholars
gkhang@khu.ac.kr

Vice Dean, Office of International
Affairs & the Center for International
Students and Scholars
jjyoon@khu.ac.kr
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Mr. Jin Sub Lee
Division Chief of Center for International
Students & Scholars
Regional Manager (China, Taiwan)
leejs@khu.ac.kr

Ms. Jinhee Park (Rana)
International Students Admission
Coordinator
ranajhpark@khu.ac.kr

Mr. Ho In Kim (Danny)
International Program Coordinator
(Student Immigration & Scholarship)
hoinkim@khu.ac.kr

Mr. Wooki Hwang
International Students Program
Coordinator (Dormitory & Job Support)
Y2khistory@khu.ac.kr

Ms. Hyerim Kim
International Faculty Program Coordinator
(Visa & Housing Support)
khrim@khu.ac.kr

Office Hours
The CISS is open from Monday to Friday, except on holidays and University
anniversaries. Our business hours are from 09:00 am to 5:30 pm but are closed during
lunch time (12:00pm~1:00pm). We strongly recommend visitors to visit the office at
least 10 minutes prior to closing.

How to Contact Us:
Phone
Fax
Web
E-mail
Location

+82-2-961-9286(ext. 7)
+82-2-961-2230
http://ciss.khu.ac.kr
ciss_sc@khu.ac.kr
Office No. 101, College of Dance (a tentative name), Kyung Hee University

offece No.101, CISS

Main Gate
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KYUNG HEE AT A GLANCE

Brief History Of Kyung Hee
A private, coeducational university founded in 1949, Kyung Hee University is not merely
another campus, but is rather part of a comprehensive educational system
encompassing all grades from kindergarten to graduate school. The university’s motto,
“Democratization of the Academy, Ideas, and Living,” embodies the principles which
the United Nations was founded on. The university is made up of three campuses: the
245-acre Seoul Campus, lush with trees; the 510-acre Suwon Campus located next to
the stunning Singal Lake; and the 12-acre Kwangnung Campus nestled serenely to the
north of Seoul. Two semesters constitute the school year: the Spring Semester which
lasts from March to June, and the Fall Semester which lasts from September to
December.
The Seoul and Suwon Campuses are comprised of up to 23 colleges: Humanities, Law,
Political and Economics, Business Administration, Hotel and Tourism Management,
Sciences, Human Ecology, Medicine, Oriental Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Nursing
Science, Music, Fine Arts, Electronics and Information, Advanced Technology,
Environment and Applied Chemistry, Life Sciences, Architecture and Civil Engineering,
Management and International Relations, Foreign Languages and Literature, Art and
Design, and Physical Education. Operating a Graduate School in each of these areas,
the university also maintains nine outstanding graduate programs: Business
Administration, Public Administration, Education, Industry & Information Science,
Journalism & Mass Communication, Physical Education, International Legal Affairs,
and Pan-Pacific International Studies. Furthermore, there are 36 research institutes in
such diverse areas as Reconstruction of Human Society, Land Development,
Communication, and Student Life, among others.
In addition to these colleges and institutes, Kyung Hee is proud of having other worldrenowned programs as well: The Kwangnung Campus houses the Graduate Institute of
Peace Studies, which trains future global leaders to practice on the basis of
intelligence combined with vision and wisdom, and the Kyung Hee Medical Center,
which pursues a combination of Oriental & Occidental medical technologies to produce
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Registered Shinheung Junior College Establishment in Seoul

1951. 5. 18

President Choue Undertook the Foundation

1952. 12. 9

Promoted to 4 year College
Elevated to University

1955. 2. 28

Dr. YoungSik Choue Ph. D. inaugurated as the first President

1960. 3. 1

The junior college evolved into Kyung Hee University, Seoul Campus,
a 245-acre facility currently accommodating 16,000 plus
undergraduates

1960. 10. 9

Established sisterhood school with Miami University

1965. 4. 27

Undertook College of Oriental Medicine

1966. 11. 12

Opened University Museums

more effective, harmonious medical practices. 2,300 faculty members constitute the
university’s corps of instructors, researchers, and professors. The campuses have an
enrollment of over 29,000 students at a median age of 22. Undergraduate students
comprise 88% of the university’s population, while graduate students make up the
remaining 12%.

1968. 6. 17

Completed University Central Library

1968. 6. 18

Hosted the Second IAUP meeting

1971. 10. 5

Opened Kyung Hee Medical Center

1973. 12. 14

Established East-West Medical Research Center

On-campus housing includes four student dormitories and one foreign faculty guest
house. Other major facilities found on campus are the Student Center, cafeteria and
snack corner, gymnasium, athletic playing fields, theaters, music halls, computer labs,
bookstore, and the Bureau of Mass Communication. The Main Library houses more
than 1,900,000 volumes, and two distinguished museums exhibit over 22,000 items,
comprising the largest private collection in Asia.

1976. 7. 10

First university to induct type AGN 201 atomic reactor

1978. 6. 13

Opened the first Museum of Natural History in Asia

1984. 9. 25

Obtained terrain estate for the Kwangnung Campus and established
Graduate Institute of Peace study

1986. 4. 30

Published the world’s first Encyclopedia of the World Peace

Kyung Hee’s athletic program is equally expansive: it includes teams for soccer, rugby,
basketball, baseball, handball, volleyball, ice-hockey, field-hockey, tennis, ping-pong,
weightlifting, taekwondo, kendo, judo, boxing, track and field, cycling, skiing, rifle
shooting, and gymnastics. The Fall Athletic Festival held every year in October honors
the university’s history of its athletic achievements. Students rally around the university
mascot, the Lion, during the athletic competitions.

1993. 12. 10

The first educational institute to receive the UNESCO Prize for Peace
Education Award

1996. 3. 26

Selected as the overall best University and Graduate School in Seoul
by the Korean Ministry of Education

1996. 11. 14

Sanction to establish Asia-Pacific International Graduate School

1997. 4. 18

The Kyung Hee Astronomical Observatory, the first in the nation to
discover a variable star (later named as Kyung Hee Star)

1997. 11. 11

Received Superior evaluation in Innovative Education from the
Korean Ministry of Education

The university’s color is maroon. Its designated flower, the Magnolia, is prominently
displayed during the four-day Magnolia Festival held in mid-May. In its relatively short
history, Kyung Hee University has manifested great success in realizing its hope of
building a better and more peaceful world. We hope that you too might share in
crystallizing Kyung Hee’s vision.
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1998. 3. 5

Global campus received the Superior Overall evaluation from the
Korean Ministry of Education

1998. 12

2002. 10. 18

Graduate School of East-West Medical Science Evaluated No. 1 by
BK 21 Specialization Project

Kyung Hee Medical Center succeeded the world’s first human
somatic cell cloning

2003. 2. 13

Selected Outstanding University for Teacher Education Program

1999. 4. 26

Asia-Pacific International Graduate School completed

2003. 5. 3

Selected Outstanding University for IT facility support management
by the Ministry of Information and Communications

1999. 9. 20

Published the Encyclopedia of Oriental Medicine (all 12 volumes)

2003. 8. 26

1999. 10

Global campus opened the Institute of Multimedia Technology

Selected Most Outstanding Business Start-Up Center by the
National Small and Medium Business Administration

1999. 10. 10

Co-hosted 1999 Seoul International Conference of NGOs and hosted
the International Conference for University Presidents

2004. 4. 20

MOU established for academic exchange of Oriental Medicine with
Johns Hopkins University, USA

1999. 10. 11

The Grand Peace Palace opened, hosted Asia Cultural Art Festival

2004. 7. 2

1999. 11. 2

Sancctioned to establish special graduate schools of evening
curriculums for professional students

International Seminar held to commemorate the ground-breaking of
UN Peace Park / Global NGO Complex

2004. 12. 17

Materials Research Center for Information Display selected as
Regional Innovation Center by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry
and Energy

2005. 5. 31

Acupuncture and Meridian Science Research Center selected as
new Science Research Center (SRC) by the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology

2000. 9. 13

The College of Law received Superior evaluation in law studies from
the Korean Ministry of Education

2000. 9. 27

Selected as a Superior Academic University by the Ministry of
Education and Human Resources Development

2000. 10. 16

The Compound Lecture Hall opened

2000. 11. 30

Sanctioned to establish Kyung Hee Cyber University

2005. 6. 21

Highest funding received for 2005 University Specialization Project in
non-specific and specific area

2001. 3. 12

Selected the third in the university financial support evaluation 2000
by the Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development

2005. 8. 31

2001. 9. 27

The New Millennium Peace Tower completed

Korean Language Training Program selected for 2005 Funding
Support by the Ministry of Education and Human Resources
Development

2001. 9. 28

The Neo-Renaissance Gate, a new millennium monument completed

2002. 2. 1

Medical Facility Administrative designated Vice President system
newly established

2002. 2. 28

Incorporated Junior College of Nursing to College of Nursing

2005. 12. 1

Selected by Seoul Metropolitan Government for Development of
Strategic Innovative Industry Cluster and Future City Project

2002. 8. 16

Selected as a Superior Academic University by the Ministry of
Education and Human Resources Development

2006. 2. 16

Recognized as Most Outstanding by the University Council for
University Education; School of Pharmacy and Department of Sports
selected as Most Outstanding among academic departments

2002. 8. 27
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Impedance Imaging Research Center Opened
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Third rank among university recipients of Ministry of Education
and Human Resources Development funding for university
restructuring
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2006. 4. 26

4 large-scale projects and 15 core projects selected for BK 21 by the
Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development

2006. 6. 12

Opens University’s East-West Neo Medical Center

2006. 6. 14

Start of Penn-Kyung Hee Collaborative Summer Program
(program name has been changed into Global Collaborative since
2008.6)

2006. 9. 26

Achieves 9th Ranking in Joongang Ilbo’s 2006 University Evaluation

2006. 11. 2

Selected as University IT Research Center (ITRC) by the Ministry of
Information and Communications

2007. 5. 11

Selected as Medical Research Center (MRC)

2007. 6. 18

Offers Intensive Korean Language Training Program for American
university students receiving the Bush Grant

2007. 7. 6

Skin Biotechnology Center selected as Regional Innovation Center by
the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy

2007. 7. 24

Graduate School of Pan-Pacific International Studies project,
“Training Experts for International Development and Cooperation for
Development Assistance,” selected as Specialization Project by the
Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development

2007. 10. 18

Proclamation of Vision for the Global Campus

2007. 12. 11

Achieves 3rd place ranking in National Customer Satisfaction Index
evaluation

2008. 2. 15

Installs new system of university vice president’s supervision of
budget and finance

2008. 8. 28

Departments of mathematics, chemistry, and trade chosen as
outstanding academic departments by the University Council for
University Education

2009. 5. 5

World Civic Forum 2009A Joint Initiative of Kyung Hee University
and the United Nations Department of Economics and Social affairs

Center for International Students & Scholars

Mission statement
In a century marked by two world wars, global ideological conflict, and the
omnipresent specter of unclear destruction, the United Nations has been a beacon of
hope in a sea of distress. Kyung Hee University recognizes the United Nations’ role in
its effort to obtain universal peace and understanding. In this vein, the university seeks
to emulate those ideals in its educational system. The university’s emblem is thus
modeled after that of the United Nations, and its school song, which praises peace and
liberty, resonates with its commitment to those ideals.
The university pursues the United Nations’ ideals through its commitment to creativity,
progress and cooperation, thereby hoping to promote the role of intellectuals and
academics in world affairs. To help engage intellectuals directly with world events, the
university has initiated several international movements, particularly the Global
Cooperation Society Movement (GCS), which is comparable to Oxford University’s
Moral Rearmament Movement (MRA). The GCS strives to protect human rights, build a
society of freedom and equality, and ultimately, attain world peace. The Movement for
Better Living and the Movement for a Brighter Society (both initiated by Chancellor
Choue) also embody the msprit of the university.
Kyung Hee University strives to bridge cultural and social gaps by promoting mutual
understanding and prosperity. As a result, the university encourages frequent
exchanges with sister schools overseas to facilitate the exchange of ideas. These
activities help to spread a shared belief in the value of learning.
Since 1982, the university has held international seminars in commemoration of the
International Day of Peace (the third Tuesday of every September). In 1986, the
university sponsored an international peace conference in celebration of the
international Year of Peace promulgated by the United Nations. Four volumes of the
World Encyclopedia of Peace were edited by the Institute of International Peace
Studies (a research arm of the International Association of University Presidents) and
were published by the Pergamon Press of the United Kingdom to commemorate the
Year of Peace. This encyclopedia is the work of over 350 scholars and experts in a
broad range of fields from 40 countries and contains more than 500 articles and
studies.
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The Center for International Exchange at Kyung Hee University is the most tangible
manifestation of the university’s global outlook and commitment to international
cooperation. In the past, Korean graduate students often studied abroad, but today, the
university strives to lead academic exchange by opening its facilities to visiting scholars
and foreign students while exchanging research and the experiences of studying abroad;
thus, each year a number of outstanding faculty members and students are offered
financial assistance to participate in international conferences and to pursue study and
research projects abroad. Outside the academic sphere, the center oversees intercultural
exchange programs that range form art exhibits to sports competitions.

UNIVERSITY GUIDELINE FOR
INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARS

Introduction of Kyung Hee’s International Scholars System
The Facts
Student Enrollment: 29,017
Undergraduate: 22,821

Kyung Hee University cordially invites scholars from foreign universities and/or
institutions with excellent research backgrounds and a record of influential
publications as Eminent or International Scholars.

Seoul Campus: 11,869
Global Campus: 10,952
Graduate: 6,196
University Administration:
Chancellor-Founder: Dr. Young Seek
Choue President: Dr. Inwon Choue
Three Campuses:
Seoul Campus: 245 acres
Global Campus: 510 acres, 25 miles south of Seoul
Gwangneung Campus (Graduate Institute of Peace Studies): 12 acres, 25 miles north of Seoul

Undergraduate Colleges:
Seoul Campus
College of Humanities, College of Law, College of Politics and Economics, College of Business
Administration, College of Hotel and Tourism Management, College of Science, College of Human
Ecology, College of Medicine, College of Oriental Medicine, College of Dentistry, College of
Pharmacy, College of Nursing Science, College of Music, College of Fine Art, College of Arts and
Design - School of Dance, General Education (Totaling in 16 Colleges)

Global Campus (Suwon)
College of Engineering, College of Electronics and Information, College of Applied Science,
College of Life Science, College of Management and International Relations, College of Foreign
Languages and Literature, College of Art and Design, College of Physical Education, College of
Liberal Arts (Totaling in 9 Colleges)
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1. Basic Requirements: Foreign Nationality, Double Affiliation with Kyung Hee
University

2. Contract Period: 1 year(renewable)
3. Research Requirements
Social Science & Humanities: The Scholar must publish at least two academic
papers in SSCI or A&HCI journals either within the term of employment or no later
than two years after the term is completed (a total of three years for research and
publication).
Natural Science or Medical Sciences: The scholar must publish at least three
academic papers in SCI journals either within the term of employment or no later
than one year after the term is completed (a total of two years for research and
publication).
The paper published under the contract must acknowledge their affiliation with
Kyung Hee University.
At least one publication must be the result of joint research with a Kyung Hee
University professor.

4. Other Commitments
Collaborations: Research collaboration and/or a seminar with Kyung Hee
University professors and students shall be arranged.
Lecturing and consultations: Regular and/or special lectures and consultations
to undergraduate or graduate students shall be arranged.
Period of Residency: The scholar is requested to visit Kyung Hee University on either
a short-term (1-5 months) or long-term (6-12months) basis.
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5. Compensation and Other Benefits
Basic Salary: 3,000,000 per month. Other incentive provisions may also be
arranged if deemed necessary.
* Taxes shall be applied according to relevant government regulations and
international treaties.
Airfare: One economy class round-trip ticket for the scholar staying for more than 6
months.
Housing: Partially subsidized. Kyung Hee University will provide the deposit for a
studio apartment. The scholar is responsible for paying the monthly rent.
These terms may be adjusted on a case by case basis depending on the length
of stay and activities conducted by the scholar.
For more information, please contact the Office of Academic Affairs at
khsa0031@khu.ac.kr

Important Offices
Department Name/Location

Main Activities

Contact Information

Your Administration office of Department/College
Undergraduate Administration Office
Name

Contact Details

College of Humanities
Department of Korean Language and Literature
Department of History
Department of Philosophy
Department of English
Translation Center

Tel. 961-0221~2
Tel. 961-0223
Tel. 961-0227
Tel. 961-0228
Tel. 961-0224
Tel. 961-0967

Fax. 963-3152

College of Law

Tel. 961-0611~3

Fax. 961-0615

College of Politics & Economics
Department of Political Science
Department of Public Administration
Department of Sociology
Department of Economics
Department of International Business and Trade
Department of Journalism and Communication

Tel. 961-9184
Tel. 961-9138
Tel. 961-9314
Tel. 961-9138
Tel. 961-0621
Tel. 961-9137
Tel. 961-0624

Fax. 961-0622

College of Business Administration

Tel. 961-0512~4

Fax. 961-0515

College of Hotel & Tourism Management

Tel. 961-0828~3

Fax. 964-253

College of Science
Department of Mathematics
Department of Physics
Department of Chemistry
Department of Biology
Department of Geography
Department of Information Display

Tel. 961-0887~8
Tel. 961-0255
Tel. 961-0230
Tel. 961-0237
Tel. 961-0244
Tel. 961-0251
Tel. 961-0971

Fax. 961-0646

College of Human Ecology
Department of Child and Family Studies
Department of Housing and Interior Design
Department of Clothing and Textile
Department of Nutrition

Tel. 961-0551
Tel. 961-0538
Tel. 961-0256
Tel. 961-0265
Tel. 961-0260

Fax. 961-0261

Office of Academic Affairs
(1st floor, Administration Building)

employment agreement(s)
promotion, re-employment
other applications for allowances

961-0051~2
961-0056

Office of Financial Affairs
(1st floor, Administration Building)

taxes
monthly payments
changing salary account

961-0061~4
961-9150

Office of Academic Supporting Affairs
(1st floor, Administration Building)

payment for extra lecturing fee

961-0053~4
959-1581

Human Resources Department
(3rd floor, Administration Building)

private university pension
medical insurance

961-0036~7
961-0219

School of Medicine

Tel. 96-0301, 0274 Fax. 969-6958

College of Oriental Medicine

Tel. 961-0321

961-0054~5
961-0556

College of Pharmacy

Tel. 96-0356,0597 Fax. 966-3885

College of Nursing Science

Tel. 961-0305,0308 Fax961-9398

College of Music

Tel. 961-0571~3

Fax. 961-0574

College of Fine Arts

Tel. 961-0631

Fax. 961-0632

College of Dance

Tel. 961-0539

Fax. 961-0542

School of General Education

Tel. 961-0642, 9311, 9340
Fax. 961-9305

Office of Research & Univ. Industry Cooperation
(3rd floor, Administration Building)
Office of Information
(1st floor, Cheongwoonkwan)

Kyunghee Information system
webmail
internet service within the campus

961-0304, 0521
961-0504

Institute of International Education

learning Korean

961-0081~2
959-9018

One-stop Service Center
(1st floor, Cheongwoonkwan)

issuance of certificates and
Faculty ID card

961-9335~7
961-9338, 9345
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Graduate Administration Office
Name

Contact Detail
Contact Details

Phone Number: +82-2-961-0074~5
Fax Number: +82-2-959-1582/+82-2-965-8003
Website: http://khis.khu.ac.kr

Graduate School

Tel. 961-0121~4, 0105
Fax. 967-6937

School of Medicine

Tel. 961-0301, 0274

Fax. 969-6958

School of Dentistry

Tel. 961-0341~2

Fax. 960-1457

Hours

Graduate School of Law

Tel. 961-9218~9

Fax. 961-9224

Library hours are subject to change when the Library’s Director deems it necessary.

Graduate School of Business Administration

Tel. 961-0127~8

Fax. 962-9688

Graduate School of Education

Tel. 961-0135~6

Fax. 964-6674

Graduate School of Public Administration

Tel. 961-0131~2

Fax. 962-1213

Graduate School of Journalism and Communication

Tel. 961-0561

Fax. 967-7083

Graduate School of International Legal Affairs

Tel. 961-0904

Fax. 961-0905

Graduate School of NGO Studies

Tel. 961-0813~4

Fax. 961-9242

Graduate School of Tourism

Tel. 961-0813~4

Fax. 961-0811

Central Library
During Semester
Room
Open-stack Section
Reference and Serials
Section
Electronic Resources
Service Room

Weekdays Saturday
9am 9pm

9am 1pm

9am 5:20pm

During Vacation

Sunday & Weekdays Saturday Sunday &
Holidays
Holidays
Closed

9am 5:20pm

Closed

9am 5:20pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Dissertations Room
Special Publications
Rooms
Study Rooms

LECTURING SUPPORT

5am - midnight

5am - midnight

Branches
During Semester
Room

Central library and Branches
Located on the right side of the Main Administration Building, the Central Library first
opened in Gagyosa, Busan in 1951 with over 700 books. The building was moved to its
current site in 1968, and holds over 1,155,000 collections and over 2,000 seats. There
are study rooms, a reference material room, special reference room, an information
technology room, antique collection room, a daily newspaper room, seminar room,
audio-video room and a photocopy room. There are sub-university central libraries
located in the College of Oriental Medicine, College of Dentistry, College of Law,
College of Music and the Graduate Institute of Peace Studies for more specific
references.
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Weekdays Saturday

During Vacation

Sunday & Weekdays Saturday Sunday &
Holidays
Holidays

Oriental Medicine
Library

9am 5:20pm

9am 5:20pm

Law Library

9am 9pm

9am 5:20pm

Medical Library

9am 9pm

Music Library

9am 5:20pm

Library of Medical
Center

9am 5:20pm

Library of G.I.P.

9am 5pm

Part 1_ University

Closed

9am 5:20pm

Closed

9am 5:20pm
8:30am12:30pm
Closed

Closed

8:30am5:30pm
9am 5pm

8:30am12:30pm

Closed

Closed
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How to use the Inter-Library Loan service:

Borrowing & Renewals
Number of books allowed and loan period (effective after July 1, 2005)
Person checking out books

Max Number of Books

Loan Period

Undergraduate students

7 books

14 days

Graduate students (Masters)

15 books

28 days

Graduate students (Doctorate)

20 books

28 days

Part-time faculty &staff

20 books

30 days

Full-time faculty &staff
Students of a lifelong education
institution or special courses

60 books for 90 days or 30 books for 180 days
3 books

14 days

Faculty, students, and staff of the University may access and search for any materials
in the library. In order to check out books from the library, present the books and your ID
card to the Circulation Desk in the library.
Included materials or CDs can be also checked out and are not included in the number
of max books you can check out, but failure to return them on time will result in an
overdue fine.
When you need to extend the loan period of a checked out book, you can renew it by
bringing it to the circulation desk or through the Library website (even after the due
date).

How to use the Library website:
go to the library’s website
go to the ‘My Library’ tab
click on the ‘Borrow & Renewals’ tab
click the ‘Renewal’ button

Borrowing from the Suwon Campus Library or the Library of GIP
If materials not available at the library on the Seoul Campus are available at the library
on the Suwon or GIP Campus, you can check them out by using the Inter-Library Loan
service.
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go to the library’s website
find the Inter-Library Loan button
fill out/confirm your information
save it
You can check the progress of any requests under the ‘My Library’ tab, and books
are usually available for pick up at the Circulation Desk in the library 1~2 days later.

Holding Items
When books that you would like to use have already been checked out, you may
request that the library reserves the book for you once it is returned.
When any previously reserved books arrive at the library, an arrival notice will be
sent via e-mail to the patron who first reserved them. Reserved books should be
checked out within 2 days upon receiving the arrival notice.
Each book is allowed to be reserved by up to 3 people, and each user is allowed to
reserve up to 3 books.
how to check/request reserves
- go to the library’s website
- search for the information you need
- click the ‘Detail Bibliography’ button
- click ‘Holds’

Returning Materials
Checked out books must be returned to the Return Desk of the central or branch library
where you borrowed the books from (Books borrowed from the library of Suwon or
Gwangnung Campus can be returned to the library on the Seoul Campus.).
Unless you return the books on the due date, an overdue fine will be charged at the
rate of 100 Won per day overdue, per book. The maximum an overdue fine can be is
20,000 Won.
If you hold overdue books for more than 30 days after the due date, you are classified
as a long-term overdue patron who is not eligible to borrow any books from the library
or to request the issuing of certificates for a month.
If you lose a book checked out from the library, please report it to the Circulation Desk
in the library. You should purchase and return the same book within a week after
reporting the loss.
When it is not possible to replace the same book due to it being out of stock or out of
print, the library will designate a specific book similar to the lost one.
If you do not compensate the library within a week after reporting the loss, an overdue
fine will be charged.
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Center for Teaching & Learning (CTL)
This department was established on March, 2004 to support the students and faculties
of Kyung Hee University with relevant teaching and learning methods.

Main Activities

Development
of an Education
Supporting System
to meet the
expectations of our
Global Standard

Training
students to become
self-disciplined
learners

Improvement of
Education quality to
educate the global
mind

Development and management of
Special lectures for the teaching
methods and workshop program
Development of education
supporting methodsmaterials

For more information:
Website
Phone
Fax
E-mail
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Management of the program
for English education
Management of Kyung Hee Global
Zone for enhancement of Education
quality

Development
of competitive
teaching
methods and
strategies
Development of teaching
methods fit for a globallearning
environment
Study of various teaching and
strategies

Information System
The above information system is a very useful tool available to all members of the
Kyung Hee community, and provides access to a wealth of information and resources.
The following information is available to international scholars:
Mail or SMS to students
Syllabus
Attendance book
Course evaluation
Class hours
Grade input
Counseling guide
Income statement
Searchable contact details for colleagues and students

ID Information
New employees (professors from the Office of Academic Affairs and staff from the
Human Resources Department) can start to use the system once their appointment is
complete and employee number has been granted.

Password Information
The 13-digit identification number (incorporating the alien registration number) is set
as the password, but this should be changed after you access the system for the first
time. The password for holders of alien registration cards is in the form of
YYMMDD; for example, a person born on December 31, 1984 would be given the
number 841231-1000000 (male) or 841231-2000000 (female).
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In case you forget your password in the future, click the [Find Password] menu at the
bottom of the login screen of the Information System website to find instructions on
how to provide clues to the password you created and steps to receive a new
password.
If the wrong password is entered five times, a temporary password is set and sent to
the mobile phone number listed in the information system. If the mobile phone
number has been changed or the password information is not received, you can click
the [Find Password] menu on the login screen to receive it by email.
If you are unable to receive the password information because the email address or
mobile phone number is not registered or has been changed, please contact the
Information Service Call Center (031)201-3171 to register the mobile phone number
or email address. The password can then be received directly through the [Find
Password] menu online.
The password sent out (all in small letters) is a temporary password and should be
changed after login.

Information Service Call center
The Information Service Call Center handles inquiries and complaints regarding various
information services. Inquiries can be made to the Seoul Campus (02-961-0304, 0521)
or to the Global Campus (031-201-3171 ~ 3173).

Kyung Hee’s Email System
Applications for email accounts are made and issued through the system’s website:
http://mail.khu.ac.kr. Addresses are in the form of ID@khu.ac.kr. Users have access (in
Korea and abroad) to high-quality service comparable to other commercial webmail
services. In addition, Kyung Hee allows students to continue to use their email
accounts even after graduation to support active alumni communication and to
promote a sense of unity. The webmail also provides services in English for
international students and faculty. (Note: Outlook can only be used on campus.)

Applying for a new ID
On the homepage of the Kyung Hee webmail website, click on the [New ID
Application] menu and follow the instructions to receive a new ID.

Using Outlook
Outlook can be used only on computers with a campus IP (Seoul, Global, and
Gwangneung campuses).
POP 3 (incoming email): mail.khu.ac.kr; SMTP (outgoing email): mailout.khu.ac.kr
When setting the outlook account, select [email server certification] in the [option]
menu to enable dispatching of mail.

Inactive Accounts
In order to provide a more stable email service to all users, the following rules apply to
inactive accounts that have not logged in for certain periods of time:
Accounts not logged into for 3 months: email services are suspended but enabled
after password verification.
Accounts not logged into for 6 months: email services are suspended but enabled
after verification at the Office of Information Support Services.
Using Outlook without logging in to Webmail is recognized as logging in and will not
be deemed as an inactive account.

Homepage Account
Kyung Hee users can also create their own homepages by applying for an account
through the University’s website. Homepage accounts are classified as student
accounts or business accounts for department offices and professors. Oracle and
Mysql are provided only for business accounts.

Online Vaccine Programs
Using the service
Open the University’s homepage and click on the [webmail] menu at the top to log in.
Students and alumni have access to 100 MB of space while professors and staff have
500 MB.
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Vaccine programs to protect computers and networks from computer viruses and
worms are available for download through the university website.
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Information >>>

1. Precautions before Installation:
Online vaccines can be installed only on computers with a Kyung Hee
University IP.
Having more than one vaccine software program running simultaneously on
the computer may cause unforeseen problems. It’s therefore recommended
that only one vaccine software program be installed on your computer.
2. Running ViRobot will automatically start uninstalling it. Other installed vaccine
programs should also be deleted to use the V3 program safely.
3. Follow the adress at the bottom of these instructions and click on the [Install
Vaccine Online] menu to open the installation screen and click [Install] to [Run]
the program.
4. The compressed program file will automatically start decompressing and the
AhnLab Policy Agent will start installing.
5. When the AhnLab policy Agent installation is complete, an icon in the shape of
a satellite antenna will appear in the toolbar at the bottom of the screen.
6. The installed AhnLab Policy Agent will automatically access the vaccine server
and download and install the V3 vaccine program. (The V3 installation may be
delayed depending on the computer system and the number of internet
connections to the vaccine server.)
7. V3 will automatically install and the V3 icon will appear in the toolbar.
8. When the installation is complete, the program will check for newer versions
at regular intervals(every 5 hours) and will automatically update virus
protection protocols so it is unnecessary to manually update.
9. For instructions on using the installed V3, run the program and click [Quick-start
Tutorial] or [Help]. For other questions, refer to www.ahnlab.com.
[Install Vaccine Online Page: http://ois.khu.ac.kr/03/08.php]

Precaution >>>>
Using both the Windows firewall (Control panel → Windows firewall) and the V3
personal firewall simultaneously may cause the service to malfunction so only one of
the two firewalls should be installed.

Licensed Software Download Service
The University has license agreements to use certain software programs. Students,
faculty, and staff members can download the software programs from the University’s
main website (http://www.khu.ac.kr) free of charge.

Campus Wireless LAN and Wibro
ID Service for Campus Wireless LAN
A. In cooperation with KT, the Office of Information Support Services completed the
installation of a campus-wide wireless LAN system on October 1, 2002. This system
makes wireless access to the Internet using a notebook or PDA possible at any time
on campus in the designated areas listed below.
B. Rentals of wireless LAN IDs are available through the website without visiting the
Office of Information Support Services.
Access the website (http://ois.khu.ac.kr) and click [Information Service], [Campus
Wireless LAN and Wibro] and then [Free Application for Nespot Campus ID].
C. For wireless LAN card rentals, please visit the Office of Information Support
Services.
For all other inquiries, please contact it@khu.ac.kr.

Campus Wibro Service
For a better connection to Internet services in places where the wireless LAN is
unstable, the Office of Information Support Services, in cooperation with KT, is offering
demonstration Wibro services. As a result, portable Internet service is now available
campus-wide for notebooks or mobile phones with a Wibro modem.
※Please note that the connection may be weaker on basement floors of buildings.

Service Users: All students, professors, and staff of Kyung Hee University
Service Instructions: Rent a receiver by visiting the Office of Information Support
Services on either the Seoul or the Global campus. Please bring staff or student IDs.
Available Service Areas: Free access on the Seoul and Global campuses. Use
outside the campuses will be billed.
Rental Period: One month (no limit on frequency of rentals)
Extension of rental period is allowed when there is no waiting list.
※In case the account is in arrears, access to the Comprehensive Information

System and other campus information systems will be limited.
※Any loss or damage to the receiver must be compensated in cash or replaced

with a similar item.
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CAMPUS TOUR

Grand Peace Palace

Applications for IP address and domain name
To receive Internet and communication services through the University’s Local Area
Network (LAN), members should apply for an IP address or domain name.

Electronic Board System
This system helps create a multimedia lecturing environment using equipment such as
the tablet monitor, electronic pen, ePenDesk writing program, and beam projector. It
also facilitates the filming of offline lectures to produce online lectures.

ⓝ - Zone

In 1999, Kyung Hee University performed another miracle by opening the historically
significant ‘Grand Peace Palace’, in commemoration with its 50-year anniversary
celebration of Kyung Hee University. The ‘Grand Peace Palace’ symbolically represents
the efforts of the entire university to Achieve its academic vision of ‘The creation of a
Civilized World’. In addition, it expresses Kyung Hee’s dream of contributing to the
cultural vitality of the city and its expending base of cultural activities. The Grand Peace
Palace has a majestic facade that shows the essence of the medievalGothic shape,
which is decorated with beautifully carved granite and stained glass. It tells of the of
the 50-year old history of Kyung Hee University. Its performance stage is equipped with
state-of-art stage equipment, sound facilities, and lighting apparatuses.
As a single cultural space, the ‘Grand Peace Palace’ is the largest performance theater
in the Orient with 4,500 seats. A control room and a stage space are equipped to
support performance activities of any kind. Likewise, the space allotted for seats is
perfect, allowing audiences to enjoy the pleasure of performances with comfort and
ease. In addition, the Grand Peace Palace perfectly complements the Kyung Hee
University; thus further enhancing the pleasure of appreciating per formances. The
‘Grand Peace Palace’ is expected to be an international cultural hall where talented
artists with excellent artistic spirit can fully demonstrate their cultural talent. More
importantly, it is envisioned as a place where everyone can enjoy cultural amazing
performances.

ⓝ-Zone allows KTF mobile phone subscribers to conveniently make both regular and
inter-university calls on campus. (video phones not provided)

네스팟(Nespot)
Nespot is a wireless LAN system that allows notebooks to access the internet.
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The Central Museum

Natural History Museum

Information

Information

Location
The fourth floor of the Central Library
Opening Hours
Tuesday ~ Friday 10:00 ~ 17:00 (During the semester)
Closed
Public Holidays, Vacation Periods
Approximate time to see everything : 1 hour
Fee
FREE !
Phone:
+82-2-961-0141
Fax
+82-2-961-9222
Website
http://museum.khu.ac.kr (website in Korean)

Location

The University Museum, situated on the fourth floor of the Central Library, is located in
a central location on campus that allows its 10,000 displays from archaeology, history,
art and folklore to be accessible to a large number of students. Since opening in 1955,
the Museum has grown continuously, adding important items to its collection. Several
departments comprise the museum, namely: Prehistoric Ages, Bronze and Iron Ages,
Era of the Three Kingdoms, and the IAUP (International Association of University
Presidents) exhibition room. These exhibits contain numerous invaluable items, such as
rare prehistoric jars and a golden crown from its Shilla Dynasty collection.
The Museum`s most esteemed exhibit, however, is a display of priceless Wadang (a
type of tile used for roofing in ancient Korea). Eighty five rare Goguryo Wadang have
even attracted the attention of Korean historians. The unparalleled quality and
completeness of the Museum`s Wadang Collection reflects the University`s desire to
provide the finest available facilities to its students.
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From the 1st floor to the 6th floor of the College of
Oriental Medicine
Hours of operation
Monday ~ Saturday 10:00 ~ 16:00
Group tours
Monday ~ Saturday 1:30, 13:00, 15:00 (3 times per day)
Closed
Sunday, Public Holidays
Approximate time to see everything : 1 hour
Fee
FREE!
Phone
+82-2-961-0143
Fax
+82-2-961-9321
Website
http://nhm.khu.ac.kr
The Natural History Museum, which is one of the first and largest museums in Korea,
was constructed to preserve our nature and to share it with the public. In its exhibition
halls (six floors in all) plant life, animal life, minerals and foreign specimens are sorted
methodically. The bird section and butterfly section is also the biggest section of its
kind in the country.
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PART 2

INFORMATION TO HELP IN ADJUSTING TO
LIFE IN KOREA

●

VISAS
CISS Service for Kyung Hee’s Foreign Faculties
Visa Issuance Guide Issuance Guide
Alien Registration
Reporting Obligations
Extension of Stay
Re-entry Permit
Immigration Office
Information Center for Foreigners in Korea
Notice

●

HOUSING
I-Faculty House
Off-Campus Accommodation

●

BANKING
CURRENCY
TAXATION
HOLIDAYS
TRANSPORTATION
Public
Others

●
●
●
●

FOOD & CUISINE
POST
SHOPPING
OTHERS
Separate Garbage Collection Preparation

REFERENCES
Seoul Global Center http://global.seoul.go.kr
The Bank of Korea http://eng.bok.or.kr/eng
Hi Seoul
http://english.seoul.go.kr

VISAS

Visa Issuance Guide - Status of Stay
Professor(E-1)
Application Eligibility

CISS Service for Kyung Hee’s Foreign Faculties
Kyung Hee University has implemented various supportive services for foreign scholars
in order to help make your transition to the University and to Korea easier and to help
make your stay here more productive and comfortable. As per the University’s efforts,
CISS provides a service for issuance of foreign scholars’ visas and also provides
assistance in the visa application process.
Once you are employed to give lectures or conduct research at Kyung Hee University as
an International Scholar, Eminent Scholar or Visiting Scholar, you first acquire a legally
approved Visa by the Korean Ministry of Justice before entering the country. For the
sake of convenience, please refer to the following information regarding the Visa
Application/Issue process and applying for foreign scholar sojourn status in Korea.

General Information of Korean Visa

Foreingers qualified by the higher education Act, that are seeking to give
lectures or conduct a study in an educational facilities.
- Professor at the academic organization such as KAIST
- Full-time lecturers or a professors that are hired by the educational facilities.
- Professors that are specified in a certain field at the university / college or
laboratory attached to the university / college.
High-quality human resources of science
- Those seeking give lectures or conduct a study at the science-related
educational facilities with the recommendation of the Minister of Science and
Technology.
Foreign Language teaching(E-2)
Application Eligibility

Those seeking position of foreign language instructor at foreign language
institutions or educational facilities(primary school and above)
- Qualification: Natives of the country whose mother language is the one they
are teaching. In addition, they must have acquired a bachelor’s degree or
higher from country.

Definition of Korean Visas (사증)
The general definition of a VISA is an endorsement made on a passport that allows the
bearer to enter the country that issued it. However, its specific meaning varies from
country to country. In the Republic of Korea, it is defined as a “consul’s recommendation
for a foreigner’s entry request.” Therefore, even if one has a Korean visa, one can be still
denied entry to Korea should an immigration officer find some requirements
unsatisfactory after inspection.

Definition of a certificate of visa issuance approval(사증발급인정서)
The Minister of Justice or the head of the immigration office can do a preliminary inspection
for a foreign visa applicant and give a certificate (numbers) of visa issuance approval, which
normally consists of a 12-digit code made up of alphanumeric characters. Upon receiving
the certificate, the person can then obtain a Korean visa by presenting it to the Korean
consulate or embassy. This certificate of visa issuance approval, however, is only valid for 3
months.
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Research(E-3)
Application Eligibility

Those that are engaged in the field of natural science or the field of hgh
technology
Scientists that are engaged in the study of natural science or high technology at
an institute which is set up based on the Facilitation Law for Special Research
Institutions, Establishment and Operation: and Research Institutions to be
invested by Goverment
Scientists that are engaged in a study at the institute which is operated by the
Special Treatment Law as to Defense Industry Company
Scientists that are engaged in a study at the institute mentioned below under the
contract with the mentioned organizations in order to develop high technology
based on related laws of Technology Development Promotion Act, etc.
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- Company-attached institute
- Industry Technology Research Corporation under the Industry Technology
Research Corporation Promotion Act
- Universities or Colleges under the education law
- National / public institutes
- Technological Supporting Institution under the Formation Law for Industrial
Technology
- Non-profit institutes whose foundation is based on a certain law(civil or
otherwise)
- Institute of other scientific field or corporation
High technology human resource
- Those willing to engage in the study of high technology development at the
institute the government donate, national/public institute, company-attached
institute, whose has a letter of recommendation of the Minister of Science
and Technology

The process and requirements for CISS service
Once your employment is confirmed by Kyung Hee University, you must provide the
following documents to your inviting department or school.
The following are the application requirements for E-1 visas only. If you are applying for
other visa types, please contact your inviting department or school and CISS.

Once CISS receives your documents and the University issued documents from your
inviting department or school, our visa representative will visit the Sejong Branch of
Immigration Office to submit them. The certificate (numbers) of visa issuance approval
is generally issued two weeks after the application is submitted. Also, there will be an
additional 3~5 day waiting period to obtain the actual visa after you submit the
certificate of visa issuance approval to the Korean Consulate or an embassy near your
residency.

Precaution
Even with the certificate of visa issuance approval in your possession, if you enter
Korea without obtaining an actual visa, your visa status becomes illegal for profitbased activities.

Alien Registration
A foreigner staying in Korea for more than 90 days must register at the immigration
office within 90 days upon arriving to Korea.

Sample of an Alien Registration Card

A copy of your passport
A color photo (3.5cm x 4.5cm)
A certificate of work experience
(ex. Confirmation letter of employment issued by your current or previous workplace)

A copy of certificate of degree
Curriculum vitae

Note >>>>
1. Required items are subject to change in accordance to Immigration requests.
2. Printed photos are not acceptable.
3. If you are accompanied by family, the following items must be included:
Spouse: a copy of passport, a color photo, a certificate of marriage
Child: a copy of passport, a color photo, a certificate of birth.
4. CISS cannot guarantee the issuance of visas.
5. The immigration office may refuse to issue visa approval certificates. Likewise,
Korean consulates may also refuse to issue visas.
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Requirements for E-1 Visas:
Application form : see CISS’s download page
A color photo (3cm x 4cm)
Passport
A copy of Business registration certificate
Processing Fee: 10,000 won (Government Revenue Stamp)
(For Information on the requirements for other types visas, please contact CISS)

Return
Before you depart from Korea, your Alien registration card must be returned at the
airport.
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Reporting Obligations

Qualification

Professor(E-1)

Passport and foreign registration card
Application form (available at the Immigration office and also
downloadable from http://www.hikorea.go.kr/pt/index.html
A copy of their employment contract
A recommendation letter from the local government head of a particular
zone (if the applicant is planning on working for a local specialization
project)
Processing Fees (tax stamp 30,000 won)

Foreign Language
Teaching(E-2)

Passport and foreign registration card
Application form (available at the Immigration office and also
downloadable from http://www.hikorea.go.kr/pt/index.html
A copy of their employment contract
A copy of registration of educational institute establishment and
operation
A copy of business registration certificate
A letter of reference
Processing Fees (tax stamp 30,000 won)

Research(E-3)

Passport and foreign registration card
Application form
A copy of their employment contract
A recommendation letter letter from the local government head of a
particular zone (if the applicant is planning on working for a local
specialization project)
A copy of business registration certificate
Processing Fees (tax stamp 30,000 won)

Changes of information on alien registration card
A registered foreigner should report any changes to information on their alien
registration card to the appropriate (depending on their location of residence) local
immigration office pending one of the following circumstances;
When the name, sex, date of birth or nationality of a foreigner change
When their passport number, date of issuance or expiration date change;
The registered foreigner should report to their local immigration office within 14
days of one of the aforementioned changes occuring.

Requirements
Passport and alien registration card
Application form of report (available at the Immigration Office)
Documents verifying the changes

Change in residence
When a registered foreigner has a change in residence, the person should report it to
the jurisdictional Immigration Office within 14 days.

Requirements
Passport and alien registration card
Document verifying the change in residence

Extension of Stay

Required Documents

The official in charge may ask you for additional documents after screening the basic requirements.

Re-entry Permit

Permission for Extension of Stay
Foreigners can apply for a permission of extension of stay if he/she desires to
continuously stay in Korea, but they must apply at least 2 months before their visa
expires. If the foreigner applies for an extension after the expiration date, there is
heavy penalty under Article 25 of the Immigration Act.

Registered foreigners staying in Korea for more than 90 days who want to depart and
re-enter the country during their period of sojourn must apply for a re-entry permit. If
you have a multiple-type (M) Visa, (refer to the picture on the next page) you do not
have to worry about re-entry permits.

How to apply
After confirming they have all the correct documents(according to Visa type), the
applicant should submit them to their appropriate Immigration Office. The required
documents are as follows:
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Sample of a Korean VISA

① No. of VISA
② Status
③ Period of Sojourn
④ Entries VISA Types
⑤ Issue Date
⑥ Expiration Date
⑦ Issued at

Serial No. of VISA Issuance
Type of activities allowed or status of Foreigner during their stay in Korea
The permitted term of stay starting from the date of entry into Korea
S means a single-entry visa, M means a multiple-entry visa
Visa Issuance date
The Valid Term of Visa/ After this date, the visa is automatically rendered void
Where the visa was issued

Requirements
Passport and alien registration card
Application form: available at the Immigration office and also downloadable from
http://www.hikorea.go.kr/pt/index.html
Processing fee: Single (30,000 won), Multiple (50,000 won)

How to Apply
1. Prepare the required documents/fees and submit them to your local immigration
office
2. Only single re-entry permits may be applied at the airport immigration office on the
departure date
3. On-line Application: visit the website at http://www.hikorea.go.kr, register as a
member (Alien registration number is required) and apply for a re-entry permit by
filling out the E-application(전자민원).

Immigration Office
There are two immigration offices in Seoul, both having jurisdiction over different parts
of Seoul. Therefore the appropriate office for an applicant changes depending on
where they live and which address they report to the Korean Immigration Service. So
you should check which office has jurisdiction over the residential area you reside in
before visiting the Immigration Office because Immigration related affairs cannot be
processed by an Immigration Office outside of its jurisdiction. Since the majority of
international professors at the Kyunghee University campus in Seoul normally settle in
or around the campus, they visit the Sejongno Immigration Office when they have
immigration related matters to take care of.

The Sejongno branch Immigration Office
Jurisdiction
Jongno-gu, Jungno-gu, Eunpyeong-gu, Dongdaemun-gu, Jungnang-gu, Dobong-gu,
Seongbuk-gu, Gangbuk-gu, Nowon-gu

How to get there
Address
SK Hub Building. 2nd Fl, 89-4, Gyeongundong, Jongno-gu, Seoul
Phone Number +82-2-732-6214
Fax Number
+82-2-732-6217
Directions (from Kyung Hee University)
Cheongwadae

Kyeongbok Palace

Exit No. 2.3
Ankuk Station
Exit No. 6
Exit No. 5

※Exemption for Chilians are limited to those with Short-term Business(C-2), Supervisory Intracompany transfer(D-7), Corporate Investment (D-8), and Trade Management(D-9) status.
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Exit No. 4

Jongno Police
Station

Note
1. If you leave Korea without first obtaining a re-entry permit, your visa will become
invalid.
2. Foreigners from the following countries are exempted from the re-entry permit
requirement
Nationals of the follwing 13 countries are exempted from re-entry permit.
Surinam, Netheriands, Norway, Denmark, Germany, Luxemburg, Belglum,
Sweden, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, France, Finland, and Chile

Constitutional
Court of Korea

Sejongno
Branch Office

By subway
Take shuttle bus number 01 at the bus stop in front of Kyung Hee University’s main
gate and get off at Heogi Station(회기역). It usually takes about 5~7 minutes. From
Heogi Station, take line No.1(1호선) and get off at Jongno-3ga(종로3가). Next transfer to
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line No.3(3호선)and get off at Anguk Station(안국역). This should take approximately 20
minutes or so. Exit out of Gate No.6 and go straight for about a minute. You should be
able to see the SK Hub building after passing the Jongno Police Station(종로경찰서). The
Seoul Immigration Office (Sejongno Branch) is located on 2nd floor.

HOUSING

What to know
If you want to use your time more efficiently, it is a lot easier to make a reservation
online before actually visiting the office in person. For more information, please visit
the following website- http://www.hikorea.go.kr/pt/ index.html

Information Center for Foreigners in Korea
If you have any inquiries regarding visas, statuses of stay in Korea or even about reporting
crimes, simply dial 1345. A multi-lingual consultant will be on call to answer any
questions you may have. There is also a ARS (Automated Response Service) available.
For more specific inquiries, simply press one of the following when prompted to.
Press 1
Press 2
Press 3
Press 0

Location and business hours of Immigration offices
Check the status of your Visa application
Report of foreigner employer’s resignation
Connect to a consultant directly

This hotline is available from 9:00~18:00 during weekdays only.
If you want to connet from overseas, dial +82+1345.

I-Faculty House
Opened in February 2009, I-Faculty House is a self-contained housing facility for foreign
scholars who are invited for research or education at Kyung Hee University. The
housing facility is located in the school of management building (synonymous with
Orbis Hall). The Center for International Students and Scholars (CISS) manages the
residential area of the building.

Details of Accommodation
Room Type

Standard
Single

Size

30㎡

En suite bathroom (incl. bidet, shower and basin)
fully-equipped kitchen (incl. refrigerator, microwave, electric
hotplate, range hood, toaster, electric water boiler, electric rice cooker
and utensils) built-in drum washing machine
cooling & heating system
telephone(to be used for local calls only)
TV & Internet both available computer
wardrobe
desk with stationery
24 hour security system

40㎡

En suite bathroom (incl. bidet, shower and basin)
fully-equipped kitchen (incl. refrigerator, microwave, electric hotplate,
range hood, toaster, electric water boiler, electric rice cooker and
utensils)
built-in drum washing machine
cooling & heating system
telephone(local calls only)
TV & Internet both available computer
wardrobe
desk with stationery
24 hour security system

50㎡

En suite bathroom (incl. bidet, shower, WC and basin)
fully-equipped kitchen (incl. refrigerator, microwave, electric hotplate,
range hood, toaster, electric water boiler, electric rice cooker and
utensils)
built-in drum washing machine
cooling & heating system
telephone(local calls only)
sofa with tea table
TV & Internet both available computer
wardrobe
desk with stationery
24 hour security system

How to select a preferred language

Notice
1. Kyung Hee University and CISS will not
be held responsibile for illegal
circumstances that may arise due to a
visa applicant’s misunderstandings and
carelessness in filling out information.
2. Korean government immigration
regulations are subject to change.
3. CISS will strive to provide correct
information to you, we highly
recommend calling 1345(The information
center for foreigners) and requesting a
translator you have special enquiries.
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Standard
Twin

Deluxe
Double

Facilities & Services

Other bedding configurations are not available for all rooms.
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Accommodation Charge

Application Process

Long-term (more than one month)
Room Type

Monthly rate

Standard Single

300,000 won

Standard Twin

400,000 won

Deluxe Double

500,000 won

Eligibility
Remarks

A. The charge should be paid in advance.
B. All bills are included.
C. Only local calls within the Seoul area are available.
E. For international calls, please use a telephone
located on the campus.

Daily rate

Standard Single

15,000 won

Standard Twin

20,000 won

Deluxe Double

25,000 won

* Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

Photos

<Non-eligible Persons>
Scholars who have jobs in Korea
Scholars invited for research or education for a period exceeding one semester

Application Procedure
a) Application must be submitted by the last week of each semester prior to the checkin date stated on the University internal memorandum.

Short-term (less than one month)
Room Type

Scholars invited from overseas for the purpose of research or education at Kyung
Hee University

Remarks
A. A 20% discount rate is applied for stays more than
15 consecutive nights.
B. The charge should be paid in advance.
C. All bills are included.
D. Only local calls within the Seoul area are available.
E. For international calls, please use a telephone
located on the campus.

It is highly recommended that you submit the application at least one month prior to
check in. If the application cannot be submitted due to unavoidable circumstances,
however, the chances will be limited.

b) The Dean of the Office of International Affairs will inform the Dean’s office of the
inviting college with the results.
c) The inviting college of the department will pay the Office of International Affairs
after receiving payment (rental fees) from the scholar.
d) The Office of International Affairs will then issue a receipt.

Required Documents
a) University Internal Memorandum (Up-mu-yeon-rak)
b) Application form (I-Faculty House form) and a letter of written consent from the head
of the inviting institute
c) Invitation letter and other verification documents etc.
Required items are subject to change.

Role of the Inviting Department

* Actual rooms may differ from the above pictures.
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A. Management of applications and invited residents
B. Requests submitted on nights and weekends by residents will be dealt with by the
staff in charge of the inviting institute.
In the case of an emergency, contact the staff in charge of the I-Faculty House first.
C. Payment
a) Once the invited guest is approved to move in, the Dean’s office of the inviting
institute will pay the accommodation charge one month in advance to confirm the
guest’s reservation.
b) Any damaged goods must be paid by unappreciated value.
c) Payment Method: Account Transfer Information
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Bank
Account Name
Account Number

Hana Bank
CISSDORM
278-910011-82304

B. Weekends and nights Please contact the staff in charge of your inviting institute
We recommend calling during office hours if possible to ensure fast and efficient service.

Terms and Conditions

Residential Information
Check-In Information
A. The resident will receive the key to their room on the day they check in.
- Room keys are issued at/turned-in to the janitor’s room, on the 3rd floor of ORBIS
Hall.
(Office hours: 8:00a.m. ~ 6:30p.m. Weekdays)
B. All furniture in resident’s room must be inspected for serviceability within two days
after the check-in date. The inspection must be conducted by an I-Faculty House’s
staff member and a staff member from the inviting institute.
C. Check-in is allowed after 3:00 p.m.
D. Residents must pay any expenses incurred to their inviting institute.
E. Requests on nights and weekends should be made to the staff in charge at the
inviting institute.
Check-Out Information
A. When applying for I-Faculty House, the date you plan on checking out must be
included on the form. You must also confirm your check-out date with the I-Faculty
House’s staff at least two weeks prior to your check-out date.
B. All furniture in your room must be inspected with a member of I-Faculty House’s
staff before you can check out.
C. Check-out : by 2:00pm.

Security Policy
A. The guest must have their card-key in their possession when leaving the room.
B. The main gate of the building locks automatically and is closed at 23:00 for security
purposes. If a resident needs to enter the building after 23:00, they must get an
authorized key from their inviting department or school.

Emergency Contact Information and Inquiries
A. Weekdays
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Mon.~ Fri.(9:00a.m. ~ 5:30p.m.)
Tel: 02-961-9286~7
E-mail: ciss@khu.ac.kr
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A. Cancellations and Amendment of reservations
Cancellations and changes to reservations can only be made 30 days prior to your
check-in date.
B. Refunds
Full refunds can only be given 30 days prior to the check-in date.
If you have less than 30 days to your check-in date you can still receive a 50%
refund.
※Room fees cannot be refunded after you check in.

Off-Campus Accommodation
Serviced residence
Serviced residences are furnished apartment buildings with hotel-like service for both
short and long-term visitors in Seoul. They have all the necessities of a modern
apartment including an indoor swimming pool, exercise room and amenities within
each unit. These units are usually two to three times bigger than your average hotel
room and usually includes kitchens. Furthermore, hotel-like services are at your
disposal including room service, limousine service and valet parking among others.
Visitors may prefer a serviced residence as opposed to hotels because of its
affordability. For thosewho do not want to trouble themselves with unfamiliar rental
systems in Korea, serviced residences and the monthly rates they offer may be the
housing option of your choice. These residences are also convenient since they are
near public transportation systems and in close proximity to numerous tourist
attractions.

Fraser Suites
Han Suites
Oakwood Premier
Somerset Palace
Vabien

Tel. 02-6262-8282
Tel. 02-2280-8000
Tel. 02-3466-7000
Tel. 02-6730-8888
Tel. 02-6399-0078
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http://seoul.fraserhospitality.com [K,E]
http://www.hansuites.com [K,E]
http://www.oakwoodseoul.com [E]
http://www.somersetpalaceseoul.com [E]
http://www.vabienseoul.com [K,E,J]
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Apartment (Flat)

Private house

Apartments are the most popular housing option among Koreans. As urban
development and cost of living have skyrocketed over the years, most Koreans have
taken up apartments as their residential option of choice. Apartments are also
preferred by most residents of Korea due to convenience. Nearly all complexes have
facilities nearby such as a supermarket, district office, post office, schools and easy
access to public transportation. Basic utilities such as water, gas and heating are wellestablished. Drawbacks to living in apartments include lack of privacy and distracting
levels of noise.

As a stand-alone structure on its own lot, these houses are usually two stories high
and include a garden or a yard. Residential houses are becoming harder to find in urban
settings in Korea. These houses are easier to locate in old Seoul, north of the river.
Private houses for foreigners can be commonly seen in Itaewon, Ichon-dong and
Pyeongchang-dong.

Price Range
(Prices vary depending on location and the quality of the apartment complex.)
The official unit of area for housing or office spaces in Korea is the squaremeter. But
customarily, the unit ‘pyeong’ is still used as well. One ‘pyeong’ is equivalent to
approximately 3.3 square meters. An average small-sized apartment is approximately
81 squaremeters and the purchasing price ranges from US$165,500~250,000.
Depending on locations some apartments of the same size (81 m2) can cost US$
350,000~500,000. Mid-sized apartments measuring 119m2 average US$ 900,000 ~ 1.1
million Large-sized apartmentsmeasuring 168m2 will set you back US$1.3 ~ 1.6million.
※Kookmin Bank Real Estate: http://est.kbstar.com/quics?page=s_est [K]

When choosing to live in an apartment complex you must consider some inconvenient
factors.First of all, the units are somewhat smaller than what one might be
accustomed to abroad. Since the units are tightly-packed into each complex, lack of
privacy is a concern. Looking for a parking space after work can be daunting as most
complexes do not designate parking spots to each unit.

Officetel

Studio/ One room
Studio apartments in buildings four to five stories high are often referred to as “one
room” or villa. Much like officetels, these affordable rooms are popular with students
and young working-class Seoulites. Before deciding on a studio or a one room as the
residence of your choice, remember to look out for a few things. An average unit
measures 27 m2 and contains basic furnishings. It is important to note that since these
buildings are privately owned and in close proximity to other residential and business
buildings, lack of sunlight and poor ventilation is a drawback. One room units are a
cost-saving alternative to officetels.

Hanok
Hanok or traditional Korean homes can be seen in the old part of Seoul or more
specifically north of the Han River. Bukchon Hanok Village is one area with well
preserved traditional homes. Traditional Korean homes were constructed in relation to
the surroundings. Proper positioning of the house in relation to its surroundings was
considered very important. The interior of the house was planned just as carefully. The
ondol or heated floors kept the house warm during the frigid cold winter months while
the wide front porch kept it cool during the scorching hot summer months. It is
interesting to note many remodeled traditional homes are appearing in the city. These
remodeled homes have various modern amenities to go along with the beauty of
traditional architecture.

Officetels are high rise buildings with both residential and office units available and are
quite popular with single working-class Seoulites and students. The preferred shortterm housing solution of most, contracts range from a year to two years. Officetels
were introduced with the purpose of providing the ultimate convenience by providing
office space within a residential building for the working class. If you don’t plan on
staying in Korea on a long-term basis, officetels are convenient since they come fully
furnished. Officetel tenants are responsible for the monthly maintenance fee and
additional utilities fee.
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Types of Payment
Jeonse(Key money deposit)
Jeonse or key money deposit is a housing rental system specific to Korea. Instead of
paying monthly rent to a landlord, a large lump sum payment is deposited into the
landlord’s bank account for the duration of the contract. By law, Jeonse contracts are
signed for two years. At the end of the contract, the deposited amount is returned to
the renter. Some landlords prefer this method because they can collect interest from
the amount deposited in the bank. However, this is not the case with all landlords as
some prefer the Jeonse method simply because of the fact they purchased the property
with Jeonse contracts and they lack the funds to return the large deposit amounts out
of their own pockets. Some may not like the key money deposit method since
depositing a large sum of money comes with risks and the difficulty of trying to come
up with a large sum of money all at once. However, this method is the most
advantageous for tenants since the deposited sum is wholly returned at the end of the
contract.When looking to rent on a key money deposit method, the first step you must
take is to check that there are no unpaid loans. It is imperative that you check the
building’s register before you sign. Tenants need to fulfill their contracted period if
possible. If the tenant wishes to break a contract during the contracted period,
negotiation with the landlord is necessary. The landlord has the right to hold the
tenant’s deposit until a new tenant is found. In this case, the tenant must discuss the
realtor’s fee for finding a new tenant with the landlord.

Wolse(Monthly payment+deposit)
Wolse requires renters to deposit an arranged amount of money with the landlord,
with monthly rent paid on a specified date of each month. The minimum deposit
amount is 5million won or approximately US$ 5,500 and the deposit sum can be
increased in order to lower the monthly rent fee. For instance, an increase of 5 million
won in deposit money will result in a deduction of 50,000 won from the monthly rental
fee. In the case the renter fails to make a monthly payment, the landlord has the right
to deduct the amount from the key money deposit. The total amount of deposit sum is
negotiable with the landlord. When all the monthly payments are made and the
contract is fulfilled without any problems, the entire deposited sum is returned to the
tenant. Conversion from jeonse to wolse is possible by multiplying 1/100 to the original
jeonse deposit sum. Next, the wolse deposit amount is adjusted for. For example, for a
jeonse house listed at 50,000,000 won: 50,000,000 x 1/100 = 500,000 (monthly
payment) or 10,000,000 won (deposit) + 400,000 won (monthly payment). After
completing the necessary steps, it is important to take care of the details on moving day.
It can get hectic and it’s important to remember the following list.
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1) You will have paid 10% of the total deposit sum on the day of signing the lease
contract. The rest of the money needs to be deposited into the landlord’s bank
account on the move in day.
2) Check with your realtor for all transaction fees and prepare the necessary amount in
cash. Some landlords will require you to pay the first and last month rent on the day
of the move-in. Realtors will also ask for their commission rate on the move-in date.
The commission rate for general residential and housing valued between
50,000,000 and 100,000,000 is 0.4% or maximum of 300,000won. To calculate the
amount, multiply the monthly rent by 100 and add the deposit amount, thenmultiply
the amount by 0.4%.
3) Remember to check the calendar and try to avoid holidays and weekends. If the bank
is closed, you need to prepare the deposit sum in cash in advance. It’s recommended
you do not carry large sums of cash.

Signing the lease
The following is a list of steps you should take before signing a lease agreement.
1) Check registry (Court of Justice Registry Office): Have the realtor print it on the
spot.
2) Discuss all details before writing the contract and make sure all three copies of
contract for tenant, landlord and realtor are identical. Be thorough with this step
as you are responsible for the contents of the contract.
3) Once the contract is signed, deposit 10% of the key money deposit amount in the
landlord’s bank account. Remit the rest of the deposit amount along with the
commission fee paid on the day of the move. Once the entire procedure is
completed with the necessary transfers and payments, you are set to move into
your new place. Refer to Tip Box for more information.
4) Check registry again before making the payment on the move-in day.
5) Confirm fixed date. This is the date signed and stamped by an authorized
organization as stated on the ’Jeonse/Wolse’ contract to prove that a lease
contract exits. Foreigners are able to confirm the fixed date at the Ministry of
Justice Registry Office.
Seoul has several international districts. The growth in the number of foreigners is
expected to increase further with plans for foreign investment zones around the
city. The following is a short list of some of the prominent foreign communities in
Seoul.
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Itaewon (Yongsan-gu)

Gangnam/Seocho-gu

Itaewon was and still continues to be the largest expatriate community in the country.
Located near the Yongsan US military base, it is designated as a special tourist zone;
Itaewon is famous for shopping, with a diverse range of shops catering to the needs of
the foreign community. The neighborhood also boasts a large number of bars, clubs
and restaurants. The multi-cultural community in Itaewon is well represented in the
authentic ethnic restaurants in the area. Some of the American, French, Pakistani,
Indian, Egyptian and Middle Eastern eateries are simply unmatched. Itaewon is the
residential area of choice for a large number of foreigners working in Korea, thanks to
its large expatriate community and affordable housing.

The most modern districts of Seoul, these two areas south of the Han River are the
shopping and business hubs of Seoul. Numerous apartment complexes, officetels and
one room studios in the district are popularwith the single working class population in
the area. Gangnam has various cultural and business facilities such as Korea
International Trade Association (KITA), COEX, and Seoul Arts Center. The area also
boasts some of the most affluent areas in Seoul containing pricey high-rise buildings
and trendy fashion districts. Gangnam-gu is popular among Koreans because of the
convenient transportation to various areas around the city and elite schools and
academies in the area. On the downside, the popularity of this district has lead to an
increase in housing costs and hectic traffic. Furthermore, the large number of office
buildings and academies in the area has resulted in a steady growth of foreign workers
and English instructors making Gangnam-gu their home away from home. Of themany
neighborhoods in Seocho-gu, none stands out more than Seorae Village in Banpodong.
Distinctly French and unique, Seorae Village is located next toMontmartre Park.

Hannam-dong (Yongsan-gu)
Hannam-dong has a significant number of foreign diplomatic missions. Located near
Itaewon, the district contains two areas; UN Village and an ordinary residential district.
You will notice a number of fancy villas or big Western-style houses in this exclusive
area. Hannam-dong is a primarily residential area with many of the cultural and
business facilities located in nearby Itaewon.

Ichon-dong (Yongsan-gu)
Ichon-dong is widely recognized as a predominantly Japanese district. Ichon-dong was
once home to embassy staffers .and employees of trading companies in the city, with a
current Japanese population of around 5,000. It’s common to see authentic Japanese
restaurants in the area. It’s also quite common to see Japanese business signs in the
area. With Yongsan Park in close proximity, Ichondong is a unique and pleasant
residential area.

Pyeongchang-dong / Seongbuk-dong
Expensive villas and luxury houses line Pyeongchang-dong. Located on the hills and
surrounded by mountains with a scenic view of the city, the area offers a quiet
residential atmosphere. Seongbuk-dong is located near the Blue House, the president’s
official residence. Due to its close proximity to the Blue House, the neighborhood is
safe and has a lot of cultural facilities. Art centers and galleries abound but it’s hard to
find commercial businesses nearby. Public transportation is also limited with a few bus
routes.

Seodaemun-gu
Located in the northwest area of Seoul, Seodaemun-gu is a popular residential area
among foreigners. Numerous universities including Ewha Womans University, Hongik
University and Yonsei University are located in the district and hence many foreign
students and professors reside in the area. Numerous officetels and one rooms in the
district are quite popular with the students and singles. The district is surrounded by
mountains which allows for regular weekend hiking forays convenient for residents of
the district. The large number of international schools in the area indicates a significant
number of foreigners residing in the area. Yeonhui-dong is located near Ewha Womans
University and Yonsei University, hence a large number of professors and students live
in the area.
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BANKING

How to open a bank account
Required documents: identification (a passport, an alien registration certificate), a seal
(not necessary if you register your signature), and any money that you will deposit.

Business Hours
All Korean banks have the same hours of operation.
9am~4pm Monday through Friday (Closed on national holidays)
Each bank has Automated teller machines (ATM) that are available for use during nonbusiness hours.
Woori Bank and Hana Bank are located in Kyung Hee University’s Chungungwan
building on the B1 floor and on the first floor, respectively.
If you have financial difficulties, you can visit the bank directly, utilize their homepage,
and/or call their call center.

Woori Call Center
ARS
Consultant
Mon-Fri

Woori Bank’s Homepage: http://www.wooribank.com/

(Automatic Response Service): 1588-5000/1599-5000
(#7 eng)
080-365-5000(Domestic)
82-2-2008-5000(International) (#7 eng)
09:00~17:00

Hana Bank Call Center
ARS
If calling from overseas
Mon-Fri
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Hana Bank’s Homepage: http://www.hanabank.com/

1599-1111 (For personal e-finance: press 0, then 3)
82-42-520-2500
09:00~17:00
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Take a ticket from the queue machine and wait for your number.
Go to the counter when your number appears on the electronic display.
Conduct your desired financial transaction at the counter and say purposes (opening
a bank account, remittance, deposit etc) to a bank official.
(Apply for a debit card, if you need one.)
Debit card: Allows customers to deposit and withdraw money from an ATM without needing
their bankbook or seal.

Fill out an application form and submit it with your ID card at the bank counter.
Register your PIN (Personal Identification Number) for your bankbook by entering the
number into the PIN pad. PIN registration must be done in person.

Additional information
No fees are assessed for opening an account.
All financial transactions must be conducted under your real name.
A new account application may be denied if the purpose of financial transactions is
unclear or if the applicant applies to open multiple accounts without specific
reasons.
To prevent “voice phishing” attacks, applications for an ATM card, check card,
internet banking or telebanking may be restricted for three months from the date a
new bank account is opened.
It is possible to conduct transactions in English at most banks. Banks in areas with a
high population of foreigners usually have special branches specifically for
foreigners.
If you register your personal signature, instead of using a seal, you will be unable to
conduct financial transactions via a proxy.

How to use ATMs
You can use ATMs (Automated Teller Machines) even after the bank offices close.
ATMs are located in several of the main buildings in Kyung Hee University.
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We recommend using an ATM that belongs to the same bank you have an account
with because there are certain fees associated with using an ATM that belongs to a
different bank.
If you enter the wrong pin three times into the ATM, your debit card will become
locked out.
Most banks have attached ATM manuals written in English, Japanese and/or Chinese
with instructions on how to use the ATM.
Insert your ATM card into the machine.
Select a language. (Note that this option only appears when your card is registered
as being from another country, unless you live in a country or region with a main
language other than English.)
Enter your PIN (Personal Identification Number), and then press Enter.
Select a transaction.
If you want to deposit (put in) money, confirm the amount you want to deposit, then
insert the money into the deposit slot when the ATM prompts you to do so.
If you want to withdraw (take out) money, select or enter the amount you would like
to withdraw.
Most machines dispense money in fixed amounts. You can choose between common
preset amounts or you can enter your desired amount.
Receive the bills/checks once the door opens.
Choose whether you want to receive a receipt by selecting Yes or No. Take the
receipt if you requested it.
Wait while the system processes your transaction(s).
The screen should display “take your card, cash and receipt”, you follow the
instructions. Always check to make sure that you have both your cash and your debit
card.

Closing a bank account
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Lost or stolen bankbook or ATM card
If your bankbook or ATM card becomes lost or is stolen, you should report the loss to
your bank immediately and follow the bank’s instructions.
If you report the loss to your bank by phone, you should also visit the bank in person
with your ID card to file a written report.
Re-issuance of a bankbook or an ATM card may incur certain fees.

CURRENCY
Won(￦) is the unit of currency in Korea. Korean currency consists of four different
kinds of notes 50,000 won, 10,000 won, 5,000 won and 1,000 won bills and six
different coins - 1 won, 5 won, 10 won, 50 won, 100 won, and 500 won coins.
The coins are imprinted with the images of the Rose of Sharon on the 1 won, the
Dabotop Pagoda (a Korean National Treasure) on the 10 won, Admiral Lee from the
Chosun Dynasty on the 100 won, and an image of cranes on the 500 won. The notes
are depicted with the images of Lee Hwang, a famous Confucianist, on the 1,000 won,
Lee Yi, another scholar, on the 5,000 won and King Sejong, one of the greatest kings in
Korean history, on the 10,000 won. The reverse sides usually depict architecture
related to the person depicted on the front side of the note.

If you plan on closing your bank account, you should fill out an application form, be able
to provide the ID card that was submitted when you first applied for the account, and
have your bankbook and seal in your possession (not required if you had your signature
registered) and then visit your bank.

The notes and coins are useable almost everywhere, but vending machines and buses
usually only accept 1,000 won notes and/or coins. (Due to inflation, 1 won and 5 won
coins are not used very often.)
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- Size :

50,000 won note

Design

The 50,000 won note is 154㎜in width and 68㎜ in length. It is 6㎜ wider than the
10,000 won note. All denomination notes have the same length.

(Width) The width of the won notes increases by 6㎜ each time the denomination goes up.

- Principle Design Elements
Put into circulation on June 23, 2009

Section

Themes

Portrait on
Front

Shin Saimdang

Mukpododo+
Front
sub theme

Egg plants of

Note
Shin Saimdang was born in Kangnung in 1504, worked as an
author, calligrapher and painter, and passed away in 1551.
Mukpododo (“Painting of Grapes in Ink”), known to have been
painted by Shin Saimdang, is currently owned by the Gansong
Gallery.

Chochungdo
-subyeong

Chochungdo-subyeong (Treasure No. 595) is a folding screen
with eight panels, owned by the DongA University Gallery. The
seventh panel, embroidered with paintings of egg plants, is
used as one of the new 50,000 won note’s design elements.

Wolmaedo

龍, 1566~?) is currently owned by the National Museum of

Poongjukdo

Korea. It is one of the most representative paintings of the midJoseon Dynasty period.

(Width) The width is the same for all denomination notes (68㎜).

Wolmaedo (“Painting of a Mume tree”) by Eo Mongryong (魚夢

Reverse
sub theme

Poongjukdo (“Painting of Bamboo”) is a work by Lee Jeong (李
霆, 1541~1622), and is currently owned by the Gansong Gallery.

* Other bedding configurations are not available for all rooms.
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- Color : The base color of the 50,000 won note is yellow.
Denomination

Color

Yellow
50,000 won
note

Security Features for Professional Money Handlers, including Staff of Financial Institutions

Note
The base color of the 50,000 won note is yellow. Colors such as
green and blue are also employed. Unlike other denomination
notes whose portrait colors are similar to their base colors, the
50,000 won note employs a dark brownish color for its portrait
(of Shin Saimdang) to help distinguish it clearly from other
denomination notes under various light sources.

10,000 won
note

Green

The base color of the 10,000 won note is green, and colors such
as red and blue are also employed.

5,000 won
note

Red and
Yellow

The base color of the 5,000 won note is red and yellow, light
green and light blue also used.

1,000 won
note

Blue

The base color of the 1,000 won note is blue. Light green and
red are also employed.

Fluorescent Security Ink

○

○

○

○

Fluorescent Security Fiber

○

○

○

○

Filter-Through Latent Image

○

×

×

×

Micro Lettering

○

○

○

○

50,000 won note

Security Features
- Summary of Security Features
50,000 won
note

10,000 won
note

5,000 won
note

1,000 won
note

Security Features in place for the General Public
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Optically Variable Device

○
(Strip Type)

○
(Patch Type)

○
(Patch Type)

×

Windowed Security Thread

○
(Moving image)

×

×

○

Novel Numbering

○

×

×

×

Color Shifting Ink

○

○

○

○

Watermark

○

○

○

○

SPAS (Special Press and Soldering)

○

○

○

○

Intaglio Latent Image

○

○

○

○

Security Thread

○

○

○

×

Watermark Bar

×

○

○

×

Intaglio Printing

○

○

○

○

See-Through Register

○

○

○

○

(repeating?)Endless Pattern

○

○

○

○

Rainbow Printing

○

○

○

○
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Public relations

Currency in Circulation

- Progression of issuing new notes

- Introduction to Banknotes

Date
May 2, 2007

Details

50,000 won note

Plan to issue high-denomination notes announced to the public.
Survey of the general public to collect nominations for possible portrait subjects

Jun 28~Jul 9, 2007

to appear on the new high-denomination banknotes.
Survey of experts to collect nominations of possible subjects to appear on the

Jun 28~Jul 9, 2007

new high-denomination banknotes.
Progress made in the selection of subjects for portraits to appear on the new

Aug 7, 2007

First issued on
Base color

June 23, 2009
Yellow

Size (in mm)
Material

154×68
Cotton

Themes

Shin Saimdang (1504~1551), Mukpododo, Egg plants of Chochungdo subyeong, Wolmaedo, Poongjukdo

Security
features

Holographic Strip, Moving image in the striped band, Color Shifting Ink,
Intaglio Latent Image, Security Thread, See-Through Register, Micro
Lettering, Watermark, Special Press and Soldering, Intaglio Printing,
Fluorescent Security Fibers, etc.

banknotes released to public.
Aug 7~21, 2007

Public opinion on candidates for new banknote portraits collected.
Figures selected as subjects for the portraits on new banknotes announced to the

Nov 5, 2007
public.

Sixth iteration of the 10,000 won note
Dec 7, 2007

Sub-themes selected the new banknotes announced to public.

Dec 7~12, 2007

Public opinion on the sub-themes collected.

Dec 24, 2007

Government approval of new high-denomination banknote issuance

Dec 31, 2007

Resolution on issuance of 100,000 and 50,000 won notes passed.

Jan 22, 2009

Plan to issue 100,000 won notes suspended.

Feb 25, 2009

Design of 50,000 won note revealed to the public.

May 22, 2009

Issue date of the 50,000 won note released to the public.

Jun 23, 2009
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50,000 won note is issued.
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First issued on
Base color

Jan 22, 2007
Green

Size (in mm)
Material

148×68
Cotton

Themes

King Sejong the Great (1397~1450), Ilwolohbongdo (‘the Sun and the Moon,
Five Mountain Peaks’), Yongbiacheonga (‘Songs of Flying Dragons’) / A
Celestial globe(part of an armillary sphere)

Security
features

Optically Variable Device, Color Shifting Ink, Intaglio Latent Image, Security
Thread, See-through Register, Micro Lettering, Watermark, Special Press
and Soldering, Watermark Bars, Intaglio Printing, Fluorescent Security Fiber,
etc.
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- Introduction to Korean Coins

Fifth iteration of the 5,000 won note

500 won

First issued on
Base color

Jan 02, 2006
Red and yellow

Size (in mm)
Material

Design
Material
Diameter
Weight
Edge
Date of first issue
for the series

142×68

Yulgok Yi I (scholar, 1536~1584), Ojukheon (Mongryoungsil) and Ojuk (black
bamboo) / ‘Insects and Plants’ (watermelons and cockscombs) Paintings

Security
features

Optically Variable Device, Color Shifting Ink, Intaglio Latent Image, Security
Thread, See-through Register, Micro Lettering, Watermark, Special Press and
Soldering, Watermark Bars, Intaglio Printing, Fluorescent Security Fibers, etc.

100 won

Design
Material
Diameter
Weight
Edge
Date of first issue
for the series

Third iteration of the 1,000 won note

50 won

Design
Material
Diameter
Weight
Edge
Date of first issue
for the series

Base color
Themes

Security
features
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Jan 22, 2007
Blue

Size (in mm)
Material

Admiral Yi Sun-Shin
Cu 75%, Ni 25%
24.00mm
5.42g
Milled
Nov. 30, 1970

Stalk of Rice
Cu 70%, Zn 18%, Ni 12%
21.60mm
4.16g
Milled
Dec. 1, 1972

136×68
Cotton

Toegye Yi Hwang (scholar, 1501~1570), Myungryundang, a Mume tree /
Gaesang junggeodo
Windowed Security Thread, Color Shifting Ink, Intaglio Latent Image, Seethrough Register, Micro Lettering, Watermark, Special Press and Soldering,
Intaglio Printing, Fluorescent Security Fibers, etc.
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Jun. 12, 1982

Cotton

Themes

First issued on

Crane
Cu 75%, Ni 25%
26.50mm
7.70g
Milled

10 won

Design

Dabotap, Pagoda

Material

Copper-clad Aluminum
(Cu 48%, AI 52%)

Diameter
Weight
Edge
Date of first issue
for the series

Part 2_ Information to Help in Adjusting to Life in Korea

18.0mm
1.22g
Plain
Aug. 16, 1966
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5 won

Design
Material
Diameter
Weight
Edge
Date of first issue
for the series

1 won

Design
Material
Diameter
Weight
Edge
Date of first issue
for the series

Kobukson, Turtle Ship
Cu 65%, Zn 35%
20.40mm
2.95g
Plain

At half of its face value: if less than three-fourths but more than two-fifths of the
genuine note remains.

Aug. 16, 1966

Rose of Sharon
Al 100%
17.20mm
0.729g
Plain

Unable to be exchanged for new currency: if less than two-fifths of the note remains.

Aug. 16, 1966

Brief overview of current Korea notes in circulation
Damaged or defaced coins may be exchanged

Damaged Currency

At full face value: if it is unfit for commerce due to it being distorted, rusted, or etc.
Non-exchangeable: if it is out of recoding or has dubious authenticity.

The Bank of Korea exchanges any damaged, mutilated or contaminated currency of the
Republic of Korea with new currency at its face value providing there is a sufficient
amount of the currency is remaining.

Mutilated banknotes may be exchanged
At full face value: if more than three-fourths of the genuine note remains.
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TAXATION

The following is extracted from the publication, entitled <Tax Guide for Foreign
Taxpayers in Korea> which is published by National Tax Service (NTS). For more
information, please visit http://www.nts.go.kr/eng/

Determining state of residency for tax purpose
Determining the resident status is not based on his/her nationality or permanent
residency. An individual who does not fall under the definition of resident is deemed a
non-resident of Korea. The domicile shall be determined by looking at the overall
objective facts of the individual’s residential ties in Korea, including the presence of
assets, family members supported by the resident, and his/her occupation. The “place
of Residence” differs from one’s “domicile” in that place of residence is where an
individual resides continuously for a lengthy period of time without the strong
residential ties.
For example, if a person whose family member in US has a job which requires at least
a year of continual residing in Korea, the person is deemed a Korean resident from the
day of the work.

Tax liability of resident and non-resident
The Korean Income Tax Act classifies an individual as either a resident or non-resident
for tax purposes mainly because the scope and method of taxation differ depending on
one’s resident status.
A resident in Korea is subject to income tax on all income derived from sources both
within and outside Korea (“worldwide income”). On the other hand, a non-resident is
liable to income tax only on the income derived from sources within Korea.
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outside Korea. If you are deemed a non-resident of Korea, you are liable to pay income
tax on sources only form within Korea.
Taxation on foreign-source income which is accrued on or after Jan 1st, 2009 of foreign
residents who reside in Korea for short time is abated. In other words, a foreign source
income of a resident whose total residence period in Korea stood at 5 years or less
over the past 10 years before the end date of the attributable taxable year is taxed in
Korea only when it is paid in Korea or remitted to Korea.

Taxation of non-residents (Global Taxation and Separate Taxation)
A non-resident is taxed on his/her income derived from sources within Korea pursuant
to one of the following two methods of taxation:
1) Global taxation, whereby tax is imposed on the sum of all Korean-source income or;
2) Separate taxation, whereby taxes are imposed separately on an income by income
basis.

Definition of Global income
Under the Korean tax law, global income is the sum of all items of income a Korean
resident had earned in a given tax year, with the exclusion of capital gains until
retirement income

In general, a non-resident is subject to global taxation when he/she has a place of
business or has income from real estate located in Korea. Where otherwise, a nonresident is subject to separate taxation. However, even if you have a place of business
in Korea, you would still be taxed separately for each tax item unless your Koreansource income is effectively connected with or attributable to the Korean place of
business.
Tax liabilities on global income are finalized by filing an income tax return and paying
taxes, and tax liabilities on separate income are finalized by tax withholding.
However, if a non-resident has wage and salary income, he/she is subject to the
withholding tax and year-end tax settlement. If the income is exempted from the
withholding tax, then the non-resident is subject to final tax return on his/her global
income tax in May of the following year.

Accordingly, as an oversea Korean running a business in Korea, if you are classified as
a resident in Korea, you will be liable to pay income tax on sources form within and

In all cases, retirement income and capital gains are taxed separately in the same
manner as would apply to residents, irrespective of an existence of a business place n
Korea or income form real estate.
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Definition of wage and salary Income
An employee’s wage and salary income refers to all types of payments received for
personal services rendered as an employee in Korea. Any person who pays any of the
followings to a resident or non-resident in Korea shall collect the income tax at source
from such resident or non-resident.
wage, salary, remuneration, allowance, bonus, and any other allowance of a similar
nature received in return for services
bonus income received through the resolution passed by the general meeting of the
stockholders, partners or a similar deliberative organ of the corporation.
amount treated as bonus under the Corporation Tax Law
income, other than retirement income, received due to retirement

However, the followings shall be excluded form
withholding.
wages and salaries received from a foreign organization or the United Nations
Forces (excluding the United States Armed Forces) stationed in Korea
wages and salaries received from a nonresident or foreign corporation located
overseas (excluding its branch or business office in Korea)
* In calculating the domestic source income amount accruing from (1) any place of
business in Korea of a non-resident as prescribed in Article 120-1 and 120-2 of the
Income Tax Act and (2) any place of business in Korea of a foreign corporation as
prescribed in Article 94-2 of the Corporate Tax Act, the amount which is appropriated
as necessary expenses or losses shall be excluded.

Calculating Taxes on Income from Employment
Wage and salary income is taxed the same way for both residents and non-residents,
the only difference being in the availability of certain deductions and credits.
Tax calculation starts by figuring your total income form employment, which is the sum
of your gross earnings and non-taxable income for a given tax year.
First, subtract non-taxable income from your total income from employment to derive
your gross earnings. Then, subtract the amount available for deduction for wage and
salary income, to derive the adjusted wage and salary income.
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Your tax base (or taxable income) is your adjusted wage and salary income less
①personal deductions, ②pension premium deduction, ③special deductions, and
④ other deductions. Please note that if you are a non-resident worker, only the
following deductions will be available to you:
1) Basic and additional deductions for the non-resident taxpayer him/herself, under
“personal deductions”
2) Pension premium deduction
Then take your base and multiply it by the applicable tax rate to compute your
calculated income tax. From there, take off the amount allowable for wage and salary
income tax credit and the amount of the personal income tax that has been withheld
form you. The remaining amount is the taxes payable.
Foreign workers can also benefit from special tax incentives in their wage and salary
income by filing an application to qualify for a 15% flat rate at the time of year-end tax
settlement or global tax return filing.
Separate taxation on wage and salary income by multiplying such income by a 15%
flat rate.

Wage & Salary income earners and
Year-end Tax Settlement
At each month that you are paid, your employer must withhold and pay income taxes at
an amount as shown on the Simplified Tax Withholding Table (www.nts.go.kr/end→
Help Desk→Quick Viewer service→My withholding income tax calculator) at the
district tax office. The year-end tax settlement should be completed by the withholding
agent by the time of your salary for February is paid. Once the year-end tax settlement
is completed, the withholding agent should issue a “receipt for Wage and Salary
Income Tax Withholding” by the end of February. If you retire during the year, the yearend tax settlement should be finalized in the month that you received your final
payment while the withholding agent should issue the Receipt for Wage and Salary
Income Tax Withholding in the following month of the month in which you retire.
When a greater amount was withheld that what you owe (which is your “final tax
liability”), your employer (“withholding agent”) must refund the difference to you.
Conversely, if it turns out that a lesser amount had been withheld, then additional
withholding will be made to cover the difference.
This whole process is “the year-end tax settlement”. Please check with your employer
about your tax payable/refund.
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Income Tax Filing of Wage & Salary Income earners
If your income source is only for salary, you do not need to file your income tax return
for your withholding agent does so.
However, of you missed the year-end tax settlement, provided that your income source
is only from salary, or if you missed income deduction, special deduction, or summing
up of your income from two different companies in the same calendar year, then you
can finalize your income tax in May of the following year by submitting documentary
evidence to the competent district tax office.

National Pension Service: www.nps.or.kr, Tel: 02-2176-8700, 1355
National Health Insurance Corporation: www.nhic.or.kr, Tel: 1577-1000 Int. 7
Ministry of Labor Call Center (Employment Insurance): www.ei.go.kr, Tel: 1350
Korea Workers’ Compensation & Welfare Service (Industrial Accident
Insurance) : www.kcomwel.or.kr, Tel:1588-0075
Social Insurance Information System (Four Social Insurance Programs) :
www.4insure.or.kr

Qualification for Exemption for Teacher (Professor)
A private educational institution (hakwon) is not “an institution recognized as nonprofitable by the Korean government” under the Korea-South Africa Treaty. Therefore,
you are subject to Korean tax liabilities on the remuneration you receive in return for
your teaching at the hakwon. Please refer to the following table.

Wage & Salary Income Earners and
Four Social Insurance Programs
If you are deemed an employee by the employment contract, your employer is obliged
to have you insured for Four Social Insurance Programs.

Summary of Four Social Insurance Programs (Tax Year 2010)
Program

Imposition Definition Premium
Unit
of Income
Rate

Premium burden in
case of workplacebased insurance

Exemption Qualification and Tax Benefits
Country

Arti.

Exception

Employer Employee
National
Pension

9.0%

Health
Insurance

Business/
Long-term Care individual
Insurance
(Newly
introduced in
July 2008)
Employment
Insurance
Industrial
Accident
Insurance

Business

Earned
income
excluding 5.33%
Health
nontaxable insurance
amount
income
x6.55%

4.5%

2.665%
Health
insurance
amount x
x3.275

4.5%

2.665%
Health
insurance
amount
x3.275

Total
1.15%~
0.7%~
payroll
0.45%
1.75%
1.3%
amount
including
non- To be determined for each business
taxable type
income

America
Daily workers
whose working
period is less than
a month and
workers working
less than 80 hours
per month

Workers working
less than 60 hours
per week
-

20

Canada

① Inviting organization : Government, regional
public institutions, authorized educational
institutions
② Purpose of invitation: Teaching or research in
universities or other authorized educational
institutions
③ Purpose of visit: Primarily same as the purpose
of invitation
④ Period of visit: 2 years or less

Tax Benefit

Income tax
exemption for a
period not exceeding
2 years from the
date of arrival in
Korea

N/A in the tax treaty

20
England

Qualification (all required)

① Purpose of invitation: Teaching or research in
universities, colleges, schools or other
authorized non-profit educational institutions
② Period of visit: 2years or less
③ Taxation: Under the provision of the tax treaty,
if exempted in Korea, then the income is taxed
in England. If exempted or deducted in
England, then the income is taxed in Korea

Income tax
exemption for a
period not exceeding
2 years from the
date of arrival in
Korea

Your income tax as well as these insurance premiums above is deducted from your
salary. For your information on the programs, please contact the following;
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South Africa

Newzealand

Australia

Ireland

Germany

21

① Purpose of invitation: Teaching or research in
universities, colleges, schools or other
authorized non-profit educational institutions
② Period of visit: N/A
③ Purpose of visit: Teaching or research in the
inviting organization

21

① Inviting Organization: Universities, colleges,
schools, or other educational institutions
authorized by the competent authority
② Purpose of visit: Teaching or research in the
inviting organization
③ Period of visit: 2years or less

Income tax
exemption for a
period not exceeding
2 years from the
date of arrival in
Korea

Exemption qualification varies by treaty. Please check the tax treaty.
(www.nts.go.kr→Resources→Tax Law/Treaty→Tax Treaty)

Exemption

20

① Inviting organization: Universities, colleges,
schools or other authorized educational
institutions
② Purpose of visit: Teaching or research in the
inviting organization
③ Period of visit: 2years or less

To qualify for tax exemption under the Korea-US Tax Treaty:
1) You must be invited by the Government of Korea or other recognized educational
institution.
2) The period of the invitation is not expected to exceed 2 years, and the purpose of
invitation must be teaching or engaging in research, or both.

Exemption

If you qualify, you may request tax refund to your withholding agent (income payer) by
submitting the resident certificate issued by the competent authorities of your resident
country (i.e., IRS)

21

① Teaching or advancement study (including
research) un universities, colleges, authorized
research institutions, or other institutions for
higher education
② Period of visit: 2years or less

Income tax
exemption for a
period not exceeding
2 years from the
date of arrival in
Korea

20

① Inviting organization: Government,
universities, colleges, schools, museums or
other cultural institutions
② Purpose of visit: Teaching or research in
inviting institutions
③ Period of visit: 2years or less
④ Payment condition: Getting paid outside Korea

Exemption

Before entering Korea, the taxpayer should be a resident of the country of the tax
treaty and prove his/her residency by submitting a certificate of residence.

Exemption for Teacher (Professor)
Under Article 20 of the Korea-US tax treaty, where a resident of the US is invited by a
university or other recognized educational institution in Korea for the purpose of
teaching or engaging in research at a university or other recognized educational
institution for a period not expected to exceed 2 years and such resident comes to
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Korea primarily for such purpose, his /her income form personal services for teaching
or research at such university or educational institution is exempt from tax by Korea for
a period not exceeding 2 years from the date of his/her arrival in Korea. (However,
retirement income shall be subject to taxation.)
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Penalty on Failure to File Returns & Non-payment or
Underpayment of Tax
Penalty on Failure to File Returns and Under-reporting of tax: If you fail to file your tax
return or under-report your tax amount, the following penalties will be imposed on you.
1) Penalty on failure to file returns: Take the greater of the following two amounts and
either add to your taxes due to or deduct from the refundable amount.
20% of (calculated income tax amount - withheld tax)
0.07% of revenue (applicable only to persons required for double bookkeeping
2) Penalty on under-reporting of tax: 10% of (calculated income tax amount x rate of
under-reported amount - withheld tax)
3) Penalty on willful failure to file returns or willful under-reporting of tax: Take the
greater of the following two amounts and either add to your taxes due or deduct
from the refundable amount.
40% of calculated income tax amount x rate of unfair non-filing or under-report
0.14% of revenue (applicable only to taxpayers required for double-bookeeping)
Penalty on Non-payment or Underpayment of Tax: When the income tax payable is not
paid properly (not paid by the due date or under-payment), a penalty us added to the
payable tax amount or subtracted from the refundable amount. Penalty is calculated by
using the following formula:
Unpaid or under-paid amount×number of days counted from the day after the due
date to the “date of actual payment or notification of assessment” ×0.03%
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HOLIDAYS

1919, while Korea was under Japanese colonization. In response, Japanese police and
military forces killed and injured thousands of unarmed protestors.

August 15, Independence Day
On this day, the nation celebrates the independence it gained from the 1910-1945
Japanese colonial rules on August 15, 1945.
There are a lot of holidays celebrated in Korea. Korea’s most important holidays are
Seolnal and Chuseok. They are both 3 day holidays. It’s important to note that offices
and banks are usually closed on official holidays.
If you conduct transactions or withdraw money from an ATM during these periods,
there may be additional charges/fees. Therefore it is beneficial to know when holiday
timeframes are in effect while living in Korea.

Traditional Holidays
Seolnal
The Korean holiday of Seolnal is celebrated during the 1st day of the first lunar month.
Seolnal is quite possibly the most important holiday celebrated in Korea. During this
time most Koreans visit their hometowns and pay their respects to their ancestors’
graves. One interesting fact of Korean culture is that the younger people bow to their
elders to wish their health and prosperity. This act of bowing is called “Sebae.”

Chuseok
On the 15th day of the eighth lunar month, Koreans celebrate Chuseok (Korean
Thanksgiving Day). The chuseok holiday is similar to Thanksgiving Day in Western
countries. Family members come from all over the country to visit their relatives and
the graves of their ancestors. Also, they share a special meal with their family during
Chuseok, called “Songpyeon.”

Major Korean Anniversaries
Korea has four National Holidays that commemorate historical events.

March 1, Independence Movement Day

October 3, National Foundation Day
This day commemorates the founding of the Korean nation in 2333 BC by the legendary
god, King Dangun. Korean people celebrate the day their nation was founded on
October 3, and “Gaecheonjeol” means “Heaven-opened Day”.

Other Anniversaries
Buddha’s Birthday
On the 8th day of the fourth lunar month, Korean’s celebrate Buddha’s birthday as an
official holiday. While commemorating Buddha’s birthday, people try to fathom
Buddha’s mercy. Many of the larger temples also hold festivals and parades.

May 5, Children Day (Official Holiday)
This day focuses on building children’s character and planning for their future. Many
families go to amusement parks, zoos, and national parks to enjoy the holiday.

June 6, Memorial Day
Memorial Day is set aside to honor the soldiers and citizens who died for their country
during the Japanese colonial rule and the Korean War.

December 25, Christmas
This day is to commemorate the birth of Jesus Christ.

Tip >>>>
May 1, Worker’s day is not an official holiday but is still a national anniversary, so all
banks usually close for the day. It is possible to deposit or withdraw money during the
holidays, but additional fees are usually assessed. Therefore it’s better to conduct any
transactions before the holidays.

This day commemorates the Declaration of Independence proclaimed on March 1,
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TRANSPORTATION

Koreans usually refer to the subway lines by their number (i.e., Line 1, Line 2, etc), but
you can also refer to the lines by their color.

Seoul Subway Lines in Korea
Color and Line
Number

Public Transportation

Routes

1217

Goes to Wuidong ~ Cheongnyangni

1222

Goes to Wolgyedong ~ Cheongnyangni

147

Goes to Seokgye Subway Station ~ Cheongnyangni

261

Goes to Seokgwandong ~ Yeoeuido KBS

705

Goes to Wolgyedong ~ Kyung Hee University

It is highly recommended that you purchase a Seoul Multi Trans Card (Seoul Gyotong
Card) as it is much cheaper than just using cash. They can be purchased at any branch
of Woori Bank in Seoul and at kiosks near bus stops. The card is rechargeable at any
subway station or bus kiosk.

Subway and Trains
Hoegi Station, Dark Blue Line #1, is the closest subway station to Kyung Hee
University. Use Exit # 1.

Basic Subway Line Information
There are nine subway lines within Seoul, which also link Seoul to satellite cities such
as Incheon, Uijeongbu, Suwon and Ansan. Some of the lines, such as Line 1, run along
the north-south axis of Seoul, while others, such as Line 5, run from east to west. Line
2 is a circular line that crosses the Hanggang River twice. Refer to the map below for
more information:
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Operating Company

Soyosan →
ncheon, Cheonan

KorailSoyosan-Hoegi, NamyeongCheonan, Guro-Incheon, Siheung
-Gwangmyeong) /Seoul Metro
(Seoul Station-Cheongnyangni)

green Line 2

서울지하철
2호선

City Hall, Seongsu,
Sindorim City Hall,
Sinseol-dong, Kkachisan

Seoul Metro(except Kkachisan.
SMRT operates over Kkachisan
station.)

orange Line 3

서울지하철
3호선

Daehwa → Suseo

Seoul Metro (Jichuk-Suseo) /
Korail (Jichuk-Daehwa)

blue Line 4

서울지하철
4호선

Danggogae → Oido

Seoul Metro (DanggogaeNamtaeryeong) / Korail
(Seonbawi-Oido)

purple Line 5

서울지하철
5호선

Banghwa →
Sangil-dong, Macheon

SMRT

brown Line 6

서울지하철
6호선

Eungam →
Bonghwasan

SMRT

olive Line 7

서울지하철
7호선

Jangam → Onsu

SMRT

pink Line 8

서울지하철
8호선

Amsa → Moran

SMRT

gold Line 9

서울지하철
9호선

Gaehwa- → Sin nonhyeon

metro 9

yellow
Bundang Line

수도권 전철
분당선

Seolleung → Bojeong

Korail

aqua YongsanDeokso Line

중앙선

Yongsan → Kooksu

Korail

light emerald
Gyeongui

경의선

Munsan → Seoul

Korail

Seoul Buses

Bus Number

→ Ends at
Starts→

서울지하철
1호선

dark blue
Line 1

There are various buses that provide transportation to and from Kyung Hee University.
Although public bus fares may vary, currently, buses within the Seoul metropolitan
area usually cost 900 Won when using a Seoul Multi Trans Card and 1,000 Won if
paying with cash.
Here are some of the main public bus routes that depart from the campus.

Korean
name

There is also an Airport Line (Kimpo airport - Incheon international airport) available.
For More information visit: http://www.seoulmetro.co.kr
From Hoegi station, you can walk to the campus or you can catch a Maeul Bus
(commute bus) that costs ￦600 if you use your Seoul Multi Trans Card and ￦700 if
you pay cash.
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How to Utilize the Subway
A subway map is usually located by the ticket vending and reload device. Most subway
maps are written in both Korean and English. The numbers next to the name of each
station on the map indicate the subway fare for the destination from the present
station. You may take and keep free subway maps from the customer service center in
the station. Not all subway stations provide free subway maps, however. Subway fares
are as listed below (foreign currency is not accepted to ticket vending and reload
device, so please prepare Korean won).
Base fare for 12km

19 years and older

13-18 years old

7-12 years old

Transportation Card

900 Won

720 Won

450 Won

Cash

1,000 Won

1,000 Won

450 Won

- Free for children 6 years or younger.
- For total distances exceeding 10 kilometers, the charge is 100 won for each additional
5 kilometers.
- For total distances exceeding 40 kilometers, the charge is 100 won for each additional
10 kilometers.
- For trips outside of Seoul, the charge is 100 won for each additional 5 kilometers and
100 won for each additional 10 kilometers if the total trip exceeds 35 kilometers.

How to Purchase One-Way Ticket Cards

“Tiket Vending and Reload Device” and
Ticket Refund Device”

3. To enter the subway, look for the subway turnstiles displaying a little green arrow,
as the ones with a red ‘X’ are for passengers leaving the subway only. Place your
card on the electronic card reader (which says T-money) located on the right side of
the turnstile, and pass through.
4. After you arrive at your destination, find the exit closest to where you plan on going,
and walk through the subway turnstiles, placing your one-way card on the electronic
card reader on your right-hand side once again.
5. Make sure you return your one-way ticket card to the “Deposit Refund Device” to
receive your 500 won deposit back.

Tip >>>>
1. On the first screen, you can select “ENG” for English.
2. If you need to transfer to a different subway line during your trip, be sure to look for
the signs in the subway station(usually colored arrows on the subway walls and/or
signs) to get to the other line. When transferring, you do not need to pass through a
turnstile, and you don’t need to purchase another card.

How to Purchase a Transportation Card
In order to use the subway systems in the metropolitan areas, you must first purchase
a one-way ticket/card from a one of the “Ticket Vending and Reload Devices” located
inside the subway station. One-way ticket cards can only be used on the subway and
cannot be used in buses or taxis.

How to Use One-Way Ticket Cards
1. At the ticket vending machine, select your destination (rates will differ depending on
your destination).
2. To receive your one-way ticket card, you will also need to pay a 500 won deposit.
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The most frequently used transportation card in Korea is called a ‘T-money Card.’
They’re available for purchase at ticket windows of subway stations, at convenience
stores, or at vendor kiosks that have a ‘T-money’ signboard posted. By using a T-money
Card instead of cash, the card user can get approximately 10% of a discount off the
regular fare.
The price of a T-money Card is 2,500 won, and the card can be easily recharged in
amounts ranging from 1,000 won to 90,000 won. The deluxe type card in particular
offers mileage points based on total fare paid. For detailed information visit the
webpage for transportation card information.
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School Buses
▶▶

▶▶

▶▶

▶▶

To make it easier to travel between the Seoul Campus and the Global Campus in
Suwon, school buses are provided during the semester. (No buses operate during the
vacation break) The buses run directly to and from the campuses and cost 1,500 Won.
The time table is as follows:

From the Seoul Campus
To

Departs
13:30

Global Campus

How to Use the Automated Travel Card Recharging Machine
in a Subway Station
The Automated Travel Card Recharging Machine installed in most subway stations is
convenient to use due to its easily visible numbers displayed in orange on the screen.
It’s pretty easy to recharge the card if you follow these simple steps:
1. Place the T-money card on the tray numbered 1 as shown in the photo.
2. Check the present balance of your card shown on the first row of the black liquid
crystal display (LCD) screen.
3. Choose an amount to put on the card by pressing the appropriate button. There are 8
options of varying monetary amounts: 1,000 won, 2,000 won, 3,000 won, 5,000 won,
10,000 won, 20,000 won, 30,000 won, and 50,000 won.
4. The machine will confirm the amount before charging and will display it on the
second row of the black LCD screen.
5. Insert the amount to charge to the card (as shown in photo 4). Only 1,000 won, 5,000
won, and 10,000 won denominations are accepted. In 2007, the Korean Government
issued new bills with sizes smaller than previously issued bills. Although almost
every automated machine was adjusted to accept the new bills, it is still
recommended that you insert the bill as close to the left side of the money insert slot
as possible when you insert newer Korean bills.
6. When the money is inserted, the bottom row of the black LCD screen will show the
new balance (old balance + newly charged amount). Note that the amount shown on
the black LCD screen (upper right side of photo 6) stands for the money you inserted
to recharge the card.
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16:30

From the Global Campus
To

Departs
10:00

Seoul Campus

12:00

Seoul Express Buses
Seoul Express Bus Terminal
Description
Bus lines to Gyeongsang-do and Gangwon-do depart from the Express Bus Terminal in
Seoul. The newly constructed Central City Terminal next to the Seoul Express Bus
Terminal operates the Honamseon Line, which connects Seoul to Jeolla-do.
Address (Location) 19-4 Banpo-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul
Telephone 82-2-535-4151
Website http://www.kobus.co.kr/web/eng/index.jsp (English)
Directions (by Subway)
After arriving at the Express Bus Terminal Station (Seoul Subway Line No.3 or No.7), take
the underground passage that leads to the Seoul Express Bus Terminal. Look for the
Gyeongbuseon Line signs that will direct you to the appropriate building. Line No.3 offers
a more direct route to the terminal than Line No.7.
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Central City Bus Terminal

Railroads

Description
Central City Bus Terminal operates the Honamseon Line (going to Jeolla-do), and the
Namhaeseon Line (to the southern coastal area). The terminal is located next to the
Seoul Express Bus Terminal.

Railroad Route Map

Address
19-4 Banpo-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul
Telephone
82-2-6282-0114
Website
http://www.centralcityseoul.co.kr/index.php (Korean)
Directions (by Subway)
After arriving at the Express Bus Terminal Station (Seoul Subway Line No.3 or No.7), take
the underground passage that leads to the Seoul Express Bus Terminal. Follow the
Gyeongbuseon Line signs that will direct you to the appropriate building. Line No.3 offers
a more direct route to the terminal than Line No.7.

Gyeongbu Line
Honam Line
Jeolla Line
Janghang Line
Jungang Line
Taebaek Line

Dong Seoul Bus Terminal (East Seoul)
Description
Address
546-1 Guui-dong, Gwangjin-gu, Seoul
Telephone
(ARS)82-2-446-8000
Website
http://www.ti21.co.kr/ (Korean)
Directions (Subway)
Gangbyeon Station (Seoul Subway Line No.2), Exit 4.

Nambu Bus Terminal (South Seoul)
Description
Address
1446-1 Seocho-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul
Telephone
82-2-521-8550
Website
https://www.nambuterminal.co.kr/ (Korean)
Directions (by Subway)
After arriving at Nambu Bus Terminal Station (Seoul Subway Line No.3), go out exit 5.

KR pass
This ticket is exclusively for foreign travelers. Foreign travelers can buy a KR PASS
voucher (e-ticket) from distributors overseas or from the KORAIL homepage. You can
redeem these e-tickets at any major train station in Korea, but the ticket can only be
used during the period designated on the ticket. KR PASS holders can travel for free on
all trains managed by KORAIL, which includes KTX trains, but not subways or tourism
trains. There are no limits on how often you travel or on where you travel to.
* After purchasing a KR PASS, it will take at least 5 days for the voucher (e-ticket) to be
ready for use.

Sangbong Bus Terminal
Description
Address
83-1 Sangbong-dong, Jungnang-gu, Seoul
Telephone
(ARS)82-2-435-2129
Directions (by Subway)
After arriving at Sangbong Station (Seoul Subway Line No.7), go out exit 2, and walk
straight for about 5 minutes. Sangbong Bus Terminal will be on the right across from Emart.
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Train Stations in Seoul
Seoul Station
Seoul Station is the most important train station in Korea. From this station, you can
travel to Busan and Gyeongju by taking the Gyeongbu line.
In fact, most railroad routes start at Seoul Station (with the exception of the Jungang
line and the Gyeongchun line).
Tel +82-2-3149-2530
Directions
Located in Seoul Station Square, which is easily accessible from Seoul subway station
(lines no.1 & 2) if you go out exit 13 or exit 2.

Cheongnyangni Station
From Cheongnyangni Station, you can travel to Gyeongju and other places in
Gyeongsangbuk-do province and Gangwon-do province. Particularly popular destinations
from Cheongnyangni Station are Gangneung in Gangwon-do province and Andong in
Gyeongsangbuk-do province.
Tel +82-2-3299-7152
Directions
Cheongnyangni subway station (line no.1), exit 4.

Seongbuk Station
The Gyeongchun line departs from Seongbuk station. This line runs along the Hangang
River and goes to various tourist attractions and resorts, and offers a pretty scenic
view. Popular destinations for one-day or weekend trips are Chuncheon,
Cheongpyeong, Gapyeong and Gangchon Stations.

Others
Taxis
Taxis are a clean, safe, and inexpensive method of transportation that is fairly
accessible in Korea. They can be found at taxi stands in most busy city areas or you can
hail them on the streets. There are also certain taxis that can be requested by phone,
but the fare is slightly higher than regular taxis. An increasing number of taxi drivers
nowadays speak some English which may prove extremely useful for first-time visitors.
Beginning in March of 2007, credit cards and pre-paid money cards used for buses and
subways in Seoul were implemented in a new system so that they could be used in
taxis throughout the city. As new technology is still being installed, not all taxis will
have this service available. Deluxe taxis should be currently equipped with the new
system, however.

Regular Taxis
The fare system is based on both distance and time traveled.
Fares begin at ￦2,400 for the first 2 kilometers and go up incrementally by ￦100
every 144 meters beyond that.
If the taxi goes less than 15 kilometers per hour, an additional charge of ￦100 every
35 seconds is added to the fare.
The fare between Incheon International Airport and downtown Seoul is usually around
￦50,000 (including toll), although it can be a little higher if traffic is congested.
Fares increase by 20 percent between midnight and 4 a.m.

Tel +82-2-917-7445
Directions
Seongbuk subway station (line no.1), exit 1.

Yongsan Station

Inside Look of a Taxi

>>>>

Ever since the introduction of the KTX express train, Yongsan station has been an
important transportation hub in Seoul. Yongsan Station, along with Seoul Station, is
one of the main train stations in Seoul. Be sure to check your ticket and make sure you
go to the right station. The Honam line departs from Yongsan station.
Tel +82-2-3780-5408
Directions
Yongsan subway station (line no.1), or a 250m walk from Sinyongsan subway station (line
no.4), exit #4.
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Fare Meter

Receipt Issue Machine
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Brand Name Taxis
The taxi brands “Kind Call Taxi” and “KT Powertel” are equipped with a
simultaneous interpretation machine, a machine that issues receipts, and a
wireless data terminal with an automatic vehicle location system (a 24-hour
call center checks real-time taxi availability and dispatches the closest one).
The fare is the same as that of regular taxis and a small fee of 1,000 won is
added for call usage.
Kind Call Taxi 1588-3382 www.kindcall.com (Korean)
KT Powertel 1588-0082

Deluxe Taxis
Deluxe taxis, called “mobeom” taxis in Korean, are black with a yellow sign
on the top and the words “Deluxe Taxi” written on the sides. They offer
more passenger space and a much higher standard of service. Fares are
￦4,500 for the first 3 kilometers and ￦200 for each additional 164 meters
or every 39 seconds if the speed of the taxi drops below 15 kilometers per
hour. The usual fare between Incheon Int’l Airport and downtown Seoul is
about ￦80,000 won (including toll), and you can also receive a receipt.
There is also no late-night surcharge. Deluxe taxis can be found at stands
located outside of hotels, subway stations, bus terminals, and on major city
streets. They can also be dispatched to your location if you call 02-5588000 (English and Japanese).

Jumbo Taxis
Eight-passenger van taxis are also available for larger groups. They are
equipped with simultaneous foreign language interpretation via phone,
receipt-issuing equipment, and a credit card processing terminal. Fares are
the same as deluxe taxis. Passengers carrying large amounts of luggage
may find them convenient. They can be reached at 02-888-2000.

International Taxis

General Taxi

Deluxe Taxi

On May 1, 2009, Korea launched a special “international taxi” service, with taxi drivers
that are able to speak English or Japanese. These taxis operate on a reservation only
basis, and taxi fees can be calculated by meter, by destination, or by time traveled. For
example, if you chose to hire a regular taxi for three hours it would cost 50,000 won,
and you could even hire one for an entire day for 120,000 won. The fees for these new
international taxis can be paid for in cash or with international credit cards (VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMEX, JCB).
Furthermore, Incheon and Gimpo airports have international taxi information desks
where foreigners are able to make taxi reservations, check the status of existing
reservations, and also receive a range of other helpful information. There is also a
special waiting area for passengers waiting for an international taxi.
Passengers unable to speak Korean can make enquiries and reservations for
international taxis by calling their exclusive call center at 1644-2255. This service is
available in English and Japanese, and is available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Reservations may also be made online at www.internationaltaxi.co.kr.

Location of the international taxi information desks :
Incheon airport : Between Gate 8 and Gate 9 on the arrival floor
Gimpo airport : Between Gate 2 and Gate 3 on the arrival floor

Note >>>>
When looking for a ‘JUMBO TAXI,’ make sure to not mistake them for ‘call vans’. Although very similar in
appearance, ‘call vans’ charge by the size and number of bags and negotiate the fare with passengers
instead of charging by the meter. If you need a ‘JUMBO TAXI’, be sure to check for the ‘JUMBO TAXI’
label on the side of the van.
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Car Rentals
Renting a car in Korea is fairly easy. If you plan on traveling around metropolitan cities,
we recommended that you utilize public transportation instead of renting a car.
However, for longer journeys to provincial sites or especially when traveling around
Jeju Island, renting a car may prove to be a better option. The largest car rental
services in Korea are ‘Kumho Rent a Car’ and ’AVIS Rent a Car’. Both companies have
dozens of branches throughout Korea and have connections with companies that have
networks all over the world. As long as a branch exists in your area, you can rent a car
anywhere in the world. Car rental services are available at Incheon International
Airport, Gimpo Airport, provincial airports, KTX Station, major railway stations, and
express bus terminals throughout Korea. For more detailed information, please refer to
the respective website of the car rental company you’re interested in.

Important Information You Should Know Before
Renting a Car
1. Driver’s license and passport
You must have an international driver’s license or a valid driver’s license issued in
Korea.
A type 2 driver’s license is required to operate larger vehicles (those that seat up to
nine passengers). A type 1 driver’s license is required to drive vehicles designed for ten
or more passengers.
A passport may be required for identification purposes. A copy of your passport may
also be needed to complete your application.

2. Requirements
The following are standard requirements set by AVIS. Most car rental companies in
Korea require similar qualifications.
* Compact/economy : Must be at least 21 years old, and have at least one year’s
worth of driving experience.
* Full-size, 4WD: Must be at least 26 years old, and have at least three year’s worth
of driving experience.
* SUV/RV, mini bus carrying up to 9 or 12 passengers: Must be at least 26 years
old, and have at least three year’s worth of driving experience.
* Vehicles seating up to 15 passengers: Must be at least 30 years old, and have at
least five year’s worth of driving experience.
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3. Additional drivers
If people other than the person listed on the rental agreement plan on driving the
vehicle, the additional drivers must also be registered for insurance coverage.

4. Insurance
Insurance coverage is included in the charges for all rental cars. The only coverage not
included is the collision damage waiver (CDW), but it can be added when you pick up
your car from the rental company or when making a reservation. If you opt for CDW,
you will also be covered for any repair costs of the rental car if you cause an accident.
However, you will be charged 50 percent of the loss in sales to the car rental company
while it is being repaired. For instance, if your rental car has to be in the repair shop for
three days due to an accident you caused, you would be required to pay 75,000 won or
50% of 150,000 won (one-day rental charge: 50,000 won x 3 = 150,000 won).

Tips!
1. Joining the website of a car rental company may provide you with many benefits,
such as receiving a 30~50% discount on any car rentals with that company.
2. If there is a particular car model you prefer, reserve it in advance. This is especially
important during the summer holiday season from mid-July to mid-August. During
the rest of the year, however, cars are readily available and reservations aren’t
really necessary. There is also no deposit fee for making a reservation. You just
have to make the full payment when you pick up the car. If any extra charges are
incurred, you will need to pay them when you return the car.
3. Rental cars are usually less than 2~3 years old. If your car has many dents or looks
like an older model, ask for another car.
4. When you pick up a car at the airport, you need to inspect both the inside and the
exterior of the car carefully with an employee of the car rental company. The
contract requires you to write in detail the condition of the car. If you list any
scratches and dents on the car, it will be much easier to prove that they were not
caused by you when it comes time to return the car.
5. When you return the rental car, you should put the same amount of fuel in the tank
that there was when you picked up the car. If you put more than the original
amount in the tank, you will not be reimbursed for the extra amount. Therefore it’s
recommended that you use a gas station near where you have to return the car.
6. If you reserve a rental car over the Internet, there is no need to pay a deposit. If you
do pay a deposit, the full amount will be refunded if you cancel the reservation at
least 24 hours before the pick-up time. If you cancel your reservation after this time,
however, 10 percent of the total amount will be deducted from the deposit.
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Renting a Car at Jeju International Airport
Car rental desks are located at the Arrival Lobby (1st floor) of the Domestic Terminal at
Jeju International Airport. Four companies operate there with similar rates. You can
make reservations and/or rent a car at these desks.
① Locate the Jeju International Airport car rental desk and fill out a rental contract →
② Check the condition of the car and the fuel level with an employee of the car rental
company and then sign the rental contract → ③ Drive around Jeju Island → ④ Check
the car’s condition and fuel level with an employee of the car rental company upon
returning from your trip → ⑤ Return the car to the Jeju International Airport parking
lot.
Car rental company

Telephone number/Contact Numbers

Jeju Rent a Car

+82-64-742-3307 (Korean)

Kumho Rent a Car

+82-64-743-8107 (Korean, English, Japanese)

Jeju Car Rental Union

+82-64-747-4301 (Korean, English, Japanese)

AVIS Rent a Car

+82-64-749-3773 (Korean, English, Japanese)

[Car Rental Companies]
Avis Rent a Car
For inquiries and reservations, please call: 1544-1600 (English)
For Website inquiries and reservations, visit them at their website at: www.avis.co.kr
(Korean, English)

Kumho Rent a Car
For inquiries and reservations, please call: 1588-1230 (English)
For Website inquiries and reservations, visit them at their website at:
www.kumhorent.com (Korean , English, Japanese, Chinese)
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FOOD & CUISINE

Korean Food Culture
International students can discover a wide range of unique and delicious food in Korea.
Rice has been cultivated as Korean’s staple food since ancient times, due to Korea
once being a primarily agricultural nation. Nowadays Korean cuisine has grown to
include various types of meat and fish dishes which also come with various vegetable
side dishes. Preserving food was a major concern for our Korean ancestors, and
therefore various preserved foods and spices have been developed, such as
kimchi(fermented spicy cabbage), doenjang(fermented soy been paste) and
kanjang(fermented soy sauce). They are quite popular with Koreans of all ages and
even with foreigners due to their distinctive flavor and high nutritional value. In Korean
cuisine the dishes are served all at the same time. A Korean meal normally consists of
rice, soup, and several side dishes. Koreans generally eat with chopsticks and spoons.

Dining in Kyung Hee University
Kyung Hee University has a very unique and exotic food culture due to the rapid
increase of international students and scholars.

University Student Cafeteria
Student cafeterias are located on the second basement floor of the Cheongwoongwan
building and also in the Pureunsol Culture Center near Sehwawon Dormitory. They
usually serve Korean food at an affordable price. At the College of Hotel and Tourism
Management, there is also a “Kyung Hee Bakery” where you can order take out coffee
and sandwiches.
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Jonghapkangeuidong
Location
Hours of Operation

Telephone

B2 , Cheongwoonkwan
During the semester :
Weekdays: 8:20am~7:00pm
Weekend : 9:30am~1:30pm
During vacations
Weekdays: 9:00am~6:00pm
02)961-9349 / Fax 02)966-5973

Purunsol Munhwakwan
Location
Hours of Operation

Telephone

B1 , Purunsol Munhwakwan
During the semester :
Weekdays: 8:00am~7:00pm
Weekend : 9:00am~1:30pm
During vacations
Weekdays: 9:00am~6:00pm
02)961-0173

POST

Any visitor to a foreign country will naturally want to send postcards or letters to
friends and family back home. Ten years ago, it was fairly easy for travelers to find the
red mailboxes on the street and in buildings. Finding a mailbox today is a little more
difficult due to the popularization of the Internet and E-mail.
Korea is one of the most internet accessible countries in the world, and as a result the
volume of regular mail has fallen drastically.
If you are unable to find a mailbox, you can ask the front desk of your hotel or dormitory
to put your letters or postcards in the mail for you or you can go directly to a nearby
post office.

Off Campus Restaurants
Korean Restaurants
There are all kinds of restaurants located just outside the main gate of the university.
There are various Korean restaurants in the area serving galbi (ribs), kalguksu (chopped
noodle soup), samgyupsal(fried pork) and bulgogi(marinated beef), but you can also find
specialty restaurants that serve other cuisine such as eel, tofu, mushrooms, raw fish,
samgyetang(soup with chicken, glutinous rice and ginseng), and dolsotbap(steamed
rice in a heated-stone container served with vegetables).

Photo Guide to Mailing a Letter in Korea

Various Asian restaurants have also opened in the area over the last five years. Some
of the restaurants include K-Chang, a Thai restaurant, Dehli and Kkotmool, both Indian
restaurants, and several Japanese and Chinese restaurants have all opened right off
campus.

1. Buying an envelope: You can purchase envelopes at any post office or stationery
shop in Korea. An envelope for international mail usually costs around 50 won, and
envelopes for domestic mail cost around 30 won.
2. Searching for a zip code: If you don’t know the zip code for the address of the
recipient of the package, you can easily find it using the Internet or by using a zip
code reference book. Internet-accessible computers and zip code books are both
available at local post offices.
3. Writing addresses: The addresses of the sender and receiver should be written in
the language of the receiving country or in English. If the address is in the language
of the receiving country, the country name should also be written in English or in the
language of the country you’re sending the parcel from.
4. Paying postage: Have your letter weighed at an international mail counter. The
package will be weighed in grams, and the postage will vary according to the
weight. Refer to the table below for more details on postage charges.
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Other Restaurants
There are also various western restaurants in the area as well, such as Sorento, Italian
Plato and Outback located just outside of the main entrance. Mr. Pizza and Sungshinje
Pizza, two popular pizza franchises in Korea, are also located just outside of the
campus. Burger King, a global fast food restaurant chain, is located right off campus as
well.
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and parcels, are based on weight (grams).
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Postage for air mail

Envelope for air mail (￦50)

Postage by region (in Korean won)
30)
ail (￦
estic m
r dom
poe fo
Envelo

Weight
(g)

How to Mail a Postcard in Korea
Regardless of the weight of the parcel or where it’s being sent to, postage for a
postcard is 350 won for air mail and 250 won for surface mail.
You can purchase the required number of stamps at a local post office or at a
stationery shop.

Up to 10
Up to 20
Up to 50
Up to 100
Up to 250
Up to 500
Up to 1,000
Up to 2,000

Bangladesh,
US, Canada, France,
Brunei,
Germany, UK, and
Myanmar,
European countries,
Cambodia,
Russia and former USSR
East Timor,
Japan, China,
countries, East
Indonesia,
Taiwan, Hong
European countries,
Kong, Macau Laos, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand,
India, Middle
Singapore,
Eastern countries
Thailand, Vietnam,
Mongolia
480
520
810
1,450
2,800
5,050
9,500
17,500

520
580
940
1,540
3,700
7,300
14,500
26,500

580
650
1,220
2,170
4,570
8,570
16,570
32,570

Egypt,
Kenya,
Libya,
Mexico,
Panama,
Argentina,
Brazil,
Uruguay,
Peru,
etc.
600
700
1,400
2,650
6,050
11,950
22,950
40,950

Lastly, drop your postcard into a mailbox on the street or an international mailbox at
the post office.

[Rates for surface mail]
Weight (g)

Postal Charges for Domestic Mail
Details

Weight

Postage

Standard size mail

Up to 5g
5g - 25g
25g - 50g

220 won
250 won
270 won

Non-standard size mail

Up to 50g
Every 50g exceeding 50g

340 won
120 won

Postage for domestic mail (effective as of Nov. 1, 2006)
Postal Charges for International Mail
[Postage for postcards and aerogrammes (less than 20g)]

Rates (won)

Up to 20
Up to 50
Up to 100
Up to 250
Up to 500
Up to 1,000
Up to 2,000

400
800
1,200
2,000
3,500
5,500
9,000

Weight limit

Up to 2kg

If you want to confirm delivery after sending mail internationally (EMS, air parcel/registered mail), you can call the
International Mail Customer Service Office at the Post Office Call Center. (+82-2-2108-0050~60)
To call from overseas: 82-2-2108-0051~0059

Post Office at Kyung Hee University
Type

Air

Surface

Postcard

350 won

250 won

Aerogramme

400 won

-

Location
Hours of Operation
Telephone

B1 , Cheongwoonkwan
Weekdays : 9:00am~6:00pm
02)960-2005

* Postage for postcards and aerogrammes is the same for all destinations.
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The Emblem of the Korean Post Office
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SHOPPING

Women’s clothes
Size Measurements

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Korea-Chest (cm)

85

90

95

100

105

Korea

44

55

66

77

88

U.S.A.

0/1

3/5

7/9

11/13

15/17

Italy

36

38~40

42~44

46~48

50~52

Shopping in Seoul
men’s shoe sizes

There are several ways to describe Korea’s capital, Seoul - a harmony of the traditional
and modern, a center of the IT industry, and a shopper’s heaven. Seoul offers a
satisfying shopping experience for every type of shopper, from those seeking
traditional souvenirs, arts, luxury brands, or even the latest fashion trends. Products of
interest vary depending on the country shoppers come from. Japanese tourists usually
shop for kimchi and kim (dried seaweed), which are two of Korea’s major food
products. Visitors from Southeast Asia usually visit the Dongdaemun Market area to
shop for trendy clothes and accessories at bargain prices. European tourists are
generally interested in Asia and therefore are usually quite interested in Korea’s unique
cultural products and souvenirs.

Shopping Tips

250

255

260

265

270

275

280

285

290

295

U.S.A.

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

220

225

230

235

240

245

250

255

260

265

270

U.S.A.

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

Italy

35.5

36

36.5

37

37.5

38

38.5

39

39.5

40

40.5

Women’s shoe sizes
Korea (mm)

2. Payment Methods

1. Korean Sizes
Most sizes are measured in centimeters, except for waist sizes, which are measured in
inches. Shoe sizes are measured in millimeters.

Men’s clothes
Size Measurements

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Chest (cm)

90~95

95~100

100~105

105~110

110~

Waist (in inches)

30/32

33/34

34/36

36/38

38/40
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Most shops follow a fixed price system (not including street vendors), and usually
accept international credit cards (VISA, MASTERCARD, etc). If you plan on shopping at
markets or street vendors, be sure to bring cash with you.

3. Currency Exchange

Table of Size Measurements

100

Korea (mm)

Most banks have separate booths dedicated to exchanging foreign currency. Banks are
the most convenient place to exchange currency, and their business hours are generally
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Mon - Fri. There are also ‘356 Days a Year’ corner ATMs
(available in English) which are usually located next the banks, and are accessible from
7 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. Most convenience stores also provide 24-hour ATM services.
However, using banks during their normal business hours guarantees you the cheapest
service charge. Note that service charges may vary depending on which bank you use.
Namdaemun Market and districts in Itaewon provide their own foreign currency
exchange services, and you can find them by utilizing the tourist information centers
located in their respective areas.
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4. Tax Refund

Myeong-dong - The No. 1 Shopping District in Seoul

Shops with “Tax Free Shopping” signs will provide you with duty free shopping and
information on tax refunds.

[Main Products: Clothes, Accessories and Shoes]

5. Refunds
Some stores, excluding department stores and large malls, may not offer refunds on
purchased products (especially for items that were on sale), although most do allow
customers to exchange items that they purchased.

6. Sale Periods
Duty Free Shops: June - August, December - February
Department Stores: January, April, July, October, and December
Other large shopping malls usually have sales around the same time that department
stores do. Namdaemun Market, Dongdaemun Market, and other major markets usually
have sales around early July and mid-January, and their summer and winter sales offer
the biggest discounts with 20-30% off of their regular items, and more than 50% off of
items more than 2 or 3 years old.

If you plan on shopping in Seoul, be sure to check out Myeong-dong. Myeong-dong is
fairly well known for being a shopping Mecca as well as being a fashion trendsetting
district. Side alleys are filled with mid to low-priced shops selling clothes and
accessories, and there are various restaurants in the area as well. Each shop is unique
in its style of products and interior decorations.
Large shopping malls including KOZNEY, Shinsegae, and Lotte Department Store are
located in and around Myeong-dong, with Namdaemun Market located only minutes
away. If you want to experience Myeong-dong at its finest, go there during the sunset
hours and enjoy the lively nightlife and the beautiful view of Seoul Tower set against
the horizon.
Directions (by subway)
Take Subway Line No.4 to Myeong-dong Station and go out Exit No.6. This leads to
the main street of Myeong-dong.

7. Business Hours
Shops in Korea don’t have set shopping like shops in the U.S. or Europe. Most shops
stay open until 10 p.m., and markets like Dongdaemun Market are open 24 hours a day.
Shops are usually pretty crowded during holidays and on weekends, and most shops
close to celebrate New Year’s and Chuseok. Shops in Myeong-dong and Insa-dong are
usually open until 10 p.m.. Namdaemun Market and Dongdaemun Market, however,
are still open even after midnight thriving with shoppers and merchants, and are great
examples of Korea’s late-night shopping culture.

8. Korean Shopping Phrases and Expressions
Outside of duty-free shops or stores in Itaewon, you might run into communication
problems if you don’t speak Korean. If you learn a few Korean expressions, however,
you’ll find your shopping experience to be much more enjoyable and you may even be
able to bargain for lower prices.

Namdaemun Market
[Main Products: Food, Tableware, Clothes, Jewelry, Shoes, Eyeglasses, and Cameras]

Namdaemun Market is Korea’s largest market, and is surrounded by (located between)
Myeong-dong and Namsan. The Namdaemun district has been a major business area
for merchants since the Joseon Dynasty, dating back 600 years as a distinctly
commercial district. You can purchase items in Namdaemun that range from everyday
necessities (clothes, kitchenware, food, electronics, accessories, etc.) to items such as
cameras and eyeglasses. Namdaemun Markets have various Korean food products for
sale such as kimchi and kim (dried seaweed lavers), souvenirs, and even imported
items from all over the world.
Furthermore, the layout of Namdaemun Market is pretty straightforward and it is fairly
easy to find manufacturers of retail goods or individual shops, all of which offering
bargain prices that can’t be found anywhere else. One can almost feel the energy of
merchants shouting “Cheap goods! Very Cheap!” amidst the small crowded streets of
Namdaemun Market. The atmosphere at Namdaemun Market is quite different from
Myeong-dong, so be sure to visit the market if you go to Myeong-dong since the two
districts are located right next to each other.
Directions (by subway)
Take Subway Line No.4 to Hwehyeon Station and go out Exit No.5 which leads to the
entrance of Namdaemun Market.
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Note
Most shops are closed on Sundays and Korean holidays. Namdaemun Market has a
set summer vacation period as well.

Dongdaemun Market - The Mecca of Fashion
[Main Products: Clothes including Hanboks(Korean traditional wear), Jewelry, Shoes, and Sports Wear]

Only fashion! Dongdaemun Market is filled with trendy fashions and fashionable
people night and day. You can find all sorts of fashionable wear there, from hats to
shoes and everything in between. You can also get a view of the current fashion
trends in Korea, and the prices are affordable as well. Dongdaemun Market is quite
large, and the shops in the buildings surrounding Dongdaemun Stadium are almost all
fashion-related (clothes, materials, etc). Due to its grand scale and large amount of
shoppers, it’s fairly easy to get mixed up and even shoppers who frequent the area
sometimes get confused.
From Dongdaemun Stadium to Dongdaemun Gate, large shopping complexes such as
Doota and Migliore line the street. Across from these buildings are shops for retailers
such as Jeil Pyeonghwa Market. It’s easy to get lost in crowded areas of Dongdaemun
at nighttime. Doota Mall is one of the largest buildings, selling clothes, accessories,
and more, on floors broken up by section. You can also find unique products designed
by individual shops there. Migliore Mall and Hello Apm Mall, located next to Doota,
offer similar products. But each shop provides unique items of their own, so it can be a
lot of fun to go around and compare prices before deciding to buy something.
① Tourist Information Center
Directions (by subway)
Take Subway Line No.2, No.4, or No.5 to Dongdaemun Stadium Station and go out
Exit No.1. The Tourist Information Center will be located approximately 150m from
the exit.
Contact Number
02-2236-9135
Language services available English, Japanese, Chinese
Service Hours
10:00 ~ 22:00 (Not open on holidays)
② Directions to the Markets / Department Stores (by subway)
Take Subway Line No.2, No.4, or No.5 to Dongdaemun Stadium Station and go out
Exit No.14. Walk in the direction of Dongdaemun Gate for about 200m and you
should be able to see Hello Apm, Migligore, and Doota malls.
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Note >>>>
Dongdaemun Market offers a great view of Korea’s busy night culture. As the night gets
darker, there are progressively more and more people and cars. Weekends are especially
busy, so if you want to shop with less of a crowd, avoid shopping there on the weeknights.
Purchasing Hanboks (Korea’s traditional wear)
Located across the Cheonggyecheon stream from Doota, Dongdaemun Shopping Complex
has various Hanbok shops located on the ground floor. If you want to purchase a Hanbok as
a souvenir, this is the perfect place to go to find beautiful, affordable Hanboks.
Directions (by Subway)
Take subway line No.4 to Dongdaemun Station and go out exit No.4.

Insa-dong - Shopping Area for Korean Traditional Goods
[Main Products: Souvenirs, Traditional Crafts, and Artworks]

If you want to purchase some of Korea’s traditional souvenirs, head to Insa-dong. The
streets are full of Korean historical artifacts, and the alleys are filled with Korean
restaurants and traditional teahouses, galleries, antique shops, and more. Looking
around Insa-dong can help you to better appreciate Korea’s traditional past. Insa-dong
is not all about tradition, however. It is a harmony of the modern and more traditional
times. You can find Hanboks designed with both traditional and modern influences,
and other traditional items with modern features. This is a result of Insa-dong’s efforts
to maintain traditional culture yet at the same time make Insa-dong a refreshing,
modernized place that the young and old can both enjoy equally.
Insa-dong not only has shops for traditional craftworks, but it is also the largest outlet
for Korean artwork. Korea’s artists hold one to two-week exhibitions in various
galleries in Insa-dong, during which you can purchase artwork on display.
Insa-dong has one main street with many small alleys branching out, filled with
interesting sights to see. Recently, with the creation of Ssamziegil and its unique
architecture, many small shops are adding to the appeal of Insa-dong. Sundays are “No
Cars Allowed Day” and you can walk around without having to worry about traffic. This
also means that Sundays are quite crowded, however. Various events and street
vendors come and put on shows, making visits to Insa-dong on Sundays quite
enjoyable.
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Gyeongbokgung Palace and Unhyeungung Palace are also located near Insa-dong. You
can extend your visit to include these two palaces and immerse yourself in Korean
traditions and customs.
① Tourist Information Center
Location : Take Subway Line No.3 to Anguk Station and go out Exit No.6. The
Tourist Information Center is located approximately 20 meters from the exit. The
Tourist Information Center is located at the entrance to Insa-dong Street, and about
100m down Insa-dong Street is another TIC. TICs offer detailed information about
Insa-dong, maps of Insa-dong, and various other information brochures.
Contact Number : 02-731-1622
Language services available : English, Japanese, Chinese Available
Service Hours : 10:00am - 6:00pm (Not open on holidays)
② Directions (by subway)
Take Subway Line No.1 to Jonggak Station and go out Exit No.3. Walk towards
Jongno 2-ga and take a right at Kum Kang Shoes building.
You can also take Subway Line No.3 to Anguk Station and go out Exit No.6. Turn
onto the street where Crown Bakery is located approximately 30 meters away.

Itaewon - Shopping for Everyone
[Main Products: Clothes, Shoes, Antiques and Tailor Shops]

Seoul’s Itaewon has attracted foreigners since the end of the Korean War, and the
shops in the district have naturally developed into a commercial area for foreigners
residing in Korea. Many tourists and residents also hang out in this area. Located near
Itaewon are the War Memorial, Leeum Museum, and an Islam Temple.
Itaewon has some of the most distinct features of all the districts in Seoul. Itaewon
Street begins at Noksapyeong Station, goes to Itaewon Station, and then all the way
down to Hangangjin Station. The street runs about 1.4km in length, and is lined with
shops and street vendors on both sides. From Itaewon at Noksapyeong Station’s end to
Itaewon Station, the shops generally sell clothes, shoes, and bags. From Itaewon
Station to Hangangjin Station, the majority of shops sell antiques, and there are also
furniture shops selling Asian-style furniture.
Also located around Itaewon Station are shirt and suit tailor shops, proud of their long
history. Itaewon district is filled with items and souvenirs from all parts of the world,
restaurants that serve all types of international cuisine, and unique bars. You can enjoy
shopping during the day and enjoy food you used to eat back home.
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① Tourist Information Centers
Location :
1. Inside Itaewon Station (across from the ticket office) 9:00am ~ 10:00pm (not open
on holidays) Interpreters are available in English, Japanese, and Chinese.
2. 20 meters from Itaewon Station (towards Hangangjin Station) 9:00am ~ 6:00pm
Interpreters are available in English and Japanese.
② Directions (by subway) : Take Subway Line No.6 to Noksapyeong Station, Itaewon
Station, or Hangangjin Station.

Note
Most merchants in Itaewon, including the street vendors, can speak some English. Try to
bargain for better prices in English, and if all else fails, try bargaining in Korean.

Apgujeong
[Main Products: Luxury brand boutiques such as CHANEL, FENDI, LUIS VUITTON, PRADA, VERSACE, etc]

Cheongdam-dong is the Champs-Elyses and the Via Montena Poleone of Seoul. This
area is lined with luxurious brand-named boutiques, exquisite restaurants, top of the
line hair salons, and high-class galleries. This area is frequented by some of Korea’s
top celebrities, and if you’re lucky you may run into one of them while shopping. The
imported luxury brand boutiques and major designer boutiques are located between
Galleria East and Cheongdam-dong intersection. The season’s top quality clothes and
accessories are first seen here, and even go on sale here.
If you visit this area at the right time, you may be able to purchase luxury brand name
items at discount prices. The streets are usually fairly empty and very clean. So be sure
to visit Apgujeong if you’re looking for top luxury brand name goods.
① Directions (by subway)
Take Subway Line No.3 to Apgujeong Station or Subway Line No.7 to Cheongdam
Station, then take a taxi to Galleria East. It’s about a ten-minute ride from the subway
station.
② Foreign Language Service
The employees are fairly adept at dealing with foreigners so you should have
minimal problems in communicating.
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COEX Mall - Underground Shopping City
[Main Products: Clothes, Makeup, Accessories, and Interior Decoration]

COEX Mall is a huge shopping arcade located beneath Samsung-dong Trade Center in
Gangnam District. The mall offers plenty of shopping, culture, and entertainment,
attracting mostly young people in their teens and early twenties. Located nearby are
the COEX exhibition halls and international conference rooms, providing convenient
shopping for businessmen and women.
The mall is connected to Subway Line No.2 of Samsung Station, and the walls are
named under the theme as‘ the water flows,’ with names in the order of Summit Walk,
Forest Walk, Lake Walk, Waterfall Walk, Canyon Walk, Riverside Walk, Tropics Walk,
Ocean Walk, etc. This watercourse leads to the Lake Food Court, an event hall
featuring various musical performances and plays, the large bookstore Bandi & Luni’s,
the Valley Six fashion mall that houses trendy shops selling clothes and accessories,
and the Megabox Cineplex with 16 theaters. Korea’s largest aquarium is also located
inside COEX Mall.
COEX Mall has about 100 different types of stores, with more to do than just shopping.
Time flies inside COEX Mall. The mall also holds various events, attracting numerous
young visitors.
① Location: 159, Samsung-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
② Directions (by subway)
Take Subway Line No.2 to Samsung Station, and it’s located between Exit No.5 &
No.6. (The Millennium Plaza, Megabox Cineplex, COEX Intercontinental Hotel, and
the arcade are all connected.)
③ Homepage: www.coexmall.com (English)

The electronics shops are located on the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 8th floors. The 3rd floor,
which is connected to Yongsan Station, holds various products such as MP3 players,
digital cameras and small household appliances. The 4th floor holds mid-sized
household appliances and the 5th floor has notebooks and computers for sale. The 8th
floor, one of the most crowded floors, has cellular phone stores. The I’PARK
Department Store and digital electronics mall are located across the street, with the
Living Shopping Mall and Leports Shopping Mall which offer a wide variety of
shopping. The multiplex theater has 11 theaters and a food court.
I’PARK MALL has a large parking area for your convenience, and depending on how
much you spend while shopping, the parking can be free.
Business Hours : 10:30 a.m.~ 8 p.m.
(business hours are longer on weekends)

Closed for business on Mondays, as posted on their homepage.
① Location:
Seoul, Yongsan-gu, Hangang-no 3 ga 40-999
② Directions (by subway)
Get off at Yongsan Subway Station (Line No. 1) or Sinyongsan Subway Station
(Line No. 4) and follow the linked pathway.
③ Homepage: http://www.iparkmall.co.kr/ (English, Japanese, Chinese)

I’PARK MALL
Connected to Yongsan Station, I’PARK MALL is in a very convenient and accessible
location. Its original name was Space 9, but after it’s renovation it reopened as I’PARK
MALL. This shopping complex has made Yongsan Station more dynamic. The best
feature of I’PARK MALL is its facilities, which consist of a multiplex theater, a shopping
mall and food courts.
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Price of garbage bags (example: Yongsan-gu)

OTHERS

Separate Garbage Collection Preparation
Separate garbage collection is designed to levy a graded charge for the amount of
waste you dispose. The system facilitates the disposal of recyclable waste and the
reduction of general waste by using the Standard Plastic Garbage Bag. It has been
enforced since 1995.

Classification

By volume (liter)

Home
(white)

Business use
(yellow)

Price(won)
Before the change

After the change

50ℓ

80

100

10ℓ

150

190

20ℓ

300

370

50ℓ

720

880

20ℓ

320

400

50ℓ

800

990

75ℓ

1,200

1,480

100ℓ

1,600

1,970

Penalty for violations
Penalties ranging from 25,000 won up to 50,000 won (depending on the local district)
will be levied against an illegal disposal.
If food waste is not separated from general waste, penalty rates for illegal disposal
will grow progressively higher. (Penalty rates apply differently for each local district.)
Penalty (Example: Seodaemun-gu)
- 1stoffense: 50,000 won
- 2nd offense: 100,000 won
- 3rd offense: 200,000 won

Hours
Discharge after sunset
Garbage will be taken away before sunrise

Place
In front of the gate (if residence is an individual home)
Outdoor wastebasket for apartments
Entrance of the building
※ You can easily find garbage disposal bags at supermarkets and convenience stores.
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General Waste
What is general waste
Waste matters exclusive of food waste, reusable waste, and large waste matters such
as furniture.

The standard plastic garbage bag
Easily purchased at supermarkets
Various sizes in semi-transparent white and yellow colors
Different districts use different bags
Different prices by districts

How to discharge general waste
Fill the garbage bags with a declared amount; and tie the bag twice in the shape of a
cross
- Double check the district specified on the garbage bag (Different districts use
different bags)
Discharge waste after sunset on collection day
- Inquire at the district office for designated collection days
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Food Waste

Items

What is food waste
Waste which can be fed to animals is considered food waste. Hard matters such as
bones, hard shells etc., are not classified as food waste.

Food waste category
Classification
Fruits

Metals

Beverage cans, spray cans, butane gas
containers, aluminum, stainless utensils,
steel tools, iron wire, items indicated as

Seafood

Bones and feathers
Shells of clam, turban shell, abalone, ark shell, sea squirt, oyster, crawfish,
lobster, etc.
Internal organs of globe fish

Others

Disposable dishes

Plastics

Items indicated as ‘PET’, ‘HIPE’, ‘LDPE’,
‘PP’ ‘PS’, ‘PVC’, or ‘OTHER’

Writing implements, buttons,
sockets, toys, baby-walkers,
disposable cameras,
electric heaters

Milk Cartons

Milk cartons

-

Fluorescent
Lampsor bulbs

Unbroken fluorescent lamps
bulbs

Broken fluorescent lamps or

Plastic Bags

Plastic bags (white, black, etc.)

Instant noodle packages,
contaminated plastic bags

Tea bags, grounds of herbal medicine
Batteries

Remove moist and non-acceptable items (vinyl, bones, shells)and put it in thewaste
bag
- Do not include highly toxic matters, such as eggs of globe fish, onion peels, pepper
paste
Penalty will follow unlawful disposal (e.g. Putting food waste in general waste bags
or mixedwith general waste) Penaltywill increase with repeated offenses
- Dispose food waste with a general standard plastic garbage bag or a fine will be
levied as follows (penalty rates apply differently for each local district):
- 1st offense: 50,000 won
- 2nd offense: 100,000 won
- 3rd offense: 150,000 won

Recycling
Separate recycling waste by type
Items
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Recyclable Item

Non-recyclable Items

Paper

Newspapers, books, notes, wrapping
paper, corrugated cardboard, paper bags,
paper boxes, items indicated

Plastic coated paper bags,
Plastic coated paper cups

Glass

Beer bottles, liquor bottles, soda
beverage bottles, items indicated

Sheet glass, mirrors, heatproof
tableware, milk-white bottles,
cosmetic bottles, ceramic wares
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Paint containers, oil containers,
orcontainers of noxious
materials

Safety packages for household electrical
appliances, etc., delivery containers for
fresh fish or fruit, clean instant noodle
containers

Seeds of drupes such as peaches, apricots, persimmons
Meats

Non-recyclable Items

Styrofoam
Items not included in food waste

Hard shells such as shells of walnuts, chestnuts, peanuts, acorns, coconuts,
pineapples, coconut palms

Recyclable Item

Dispose of at the designated
area indicated by each
neighborhood office

Methods of recycling
Divide thewaste by type and place in an ordinary plastic bag. You do not need to use a
standard garbage bag.

Warning
Items mixedwith general wastewill not be collected

Large Waste Matter
What is large waste matter?
Waste that cannot fit into standard waste bags. Examples: furniture, electric home
appliances, bedding, office machines, airconditioners, etc.
How to dispose of large waste matter
Notify the local Gu-office → Gu-office will issue a sticker (pay fee) → put sticker on
pertinent item → dispose of waste → collected & treated
Disposal fees

Each district office charges varying fees for collecting large wastematters
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Items
Refrigerator

Television
Washing machine
Hydro extractor
Vacuum cleaner
humidifier
Iron
Facsimile
Air conditioner
Hot blast heater
Audio
(excluding Speaker)
Audio speaker(unit price)
Computer

PC gaming device
Heater
Gas stove & oven
Microwave
Electric fan
Desk
Broken glass
Air cleaner
Electric rice cooker
Cassette Radio
Duplicator
Wardrobe
Living room furniture
Dining table
Short-legged>
dining table
Sink
Desk
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Size

Fees(KRW)

Over 500L
Over 300L
Under 300L
Over 42 inches
Over 25 inches
Under 25 inches
80 pyeong (264.464m2) or greater
20 pyeong (66.116m2) or greater
Up to 20 pyeong (66.116m2)
Over 1m (3.28084ft)
Under 1m (3.28084ft)
Body(Including Keyboard)
Monitor(Including Keyboard)
rinter
Monitor
Supporting frame
Over 1m
Under 1m
For business (Large-size)
For domestic (Small-size)
Smaller than the size of a desk glass
Smaller than the size of a veranda window
Smaller than the size of a veranda window
Over 1m
120cm
90cm
Long sofa
Short couch
Seating more than 4
Seating less than 4
1 piece
Desk size for 2 (double)
Desk size for 1

8,000
6,000
4,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
3,000
8,000
5,000
3,000
5,000
3,000
2,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
5,000
3,000
2,000
4,000
2,000
3,000
3,000
2,000
4,000 ~ 7,000
1,000
2,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
5,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
2,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
7,000
4,000
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Items
Bookcase

Bed

Chair
Display cabinet
Dresser
Stationery case
Shoe case
Chest
Toilet bowl
Carpet
Floor sheet
Clothes rack
Rice chest
Wall clock
Toy car for baby
Rocking horse for baby
Swing for baby
Bags
Picture frame
Cabinet
File cabinet
Piano
Organ
Door leaf
Aquarium
Mirror
Bicycle
Baby carriage
Pottery
Washstand
Baby-walker

Size

Fees(KRW)

More than 3 shelves
More than 5 shelves
Single
Single mattress
Double
Double mattress
Single
Seating more than 2
120cm
90cm
More than 5 drawers
Up to 4 drawers
Per 3.3058m2(1 pyeong)
Per 3.3058m2(1 pyeong)
Floor rack
Up to 50cm in width
More than 50cm in width
Up to 50cm in width and length
More than 50cm in width and length
More than 100cm in width and length
Over 4 column
Under 3 column
Up to 1m in width and length
More than 1m in width and length
Up to 50cm in height
More than 50cm in height
Two-wheeler (for adult)
Two-wheeler (for child)
Three-wheeler (for infant)
Up to 30cm in height
More than 30cm in height
-

3,000
4,000
10,000
5,000
15,000
8,000
2,000
3,000
10,000
8,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
4,000
2,000
5,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
3,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
3,000
1,000
3,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
15,000
4,000
2,000
5,000
9,000
1,000
2,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
4,000
2,000
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Recycling Centers and Flea Markets
http://global.seoul.go.kr
(Korean, English, Chinese, Japanese, French)
Telephone: 1688-0120

Ttukseom Beautiful Flea Market

Recycling center (Sorted by local district)
Gu (District)

Recycling Center

Dobong-gu

Dobong-gu Recycling Center: 02) 902-8272 Chang-dong Station, Line 1, Exit 1,
Walk toward Dobong-dong www.dobongu.co.kr
Dobong-gu Used Goods & Recycling Center: 02) 1544-7054 Meokgol Station,
Line 7, Exit 1, oneminute walk www.all8949.co.kr

Dongdaemun-gu

Dongdaemun-gu Recycling Center, 1st Bldg.: 02) 2243-7282, 2213-8272
Janghanpyeong Station, Line 5, located near Hanmaeum Church
http://dm8272.co.kr
Dongdaemun-gu Recycling Center, 2nd Bldg.: 02) 2242-7282 Cheongnyangni
Station, Line 1, Exit 2 Transfer to Bus No. 2237 Get off in front of Jeonnong 1dong Office
Dongdaemun-gu Recycling Center, 3rd Bldg.: 02) 2216-4303 Janghanpyeong
Station, Line 5, Exit 2, located near Geumgang Amium Apartments

Ttukseom Resort Station Square (Ttukseom Resort Station, Line 7, Exit 2, 3)
http://www.flea1004.com (Korean, English)
Telephone : 02-732-9998

Beautiful Store
Takes donations of new and used goods. Collects used articles for repair to resell at
lowprices.
http://www.beautifulstore.org (Korean, English)
Telephone : 02-3676-1009, 1577-1113

Dongjak-gu

Hwanghak-dong Flea Market
Everything from antiques, used furniture, electric appliances, clocks, jewelry, pianos,
cameras, tools, etc. Mostly low-priced small goods.
-Transportation: Sindang Station, Line 4; Dongmyo Station, Lines 1 or 6. Walk toward
Cheonggyecheon 7-ga for 5~10 minutes. Located near Seongdong Technical High
School.
Itaewon second-hand furniture street
Used furniture formerly owned by foreigners can be purchased at low prices.
Located between Exits 3 and 4 of Itaewon Station, Line 6.
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Eunpyeong-gu

Dongjak Recycling Center: 02) 822- 7289 Sindaebangsamgeori Station, Line 7,
Exit 4, walk 150m ahead, located near Daerim Elementary School
www.zungosa.co.kr
Eunpyeong-gu Recycling Center (Eungam): 02) 389-7282 Eungam Station, Line 6,
Exit 4, 10- minute walk, located near Seobu Hospital http://eprecycle.co.kr
Eunpyeong-gu Recycling Center (Susaek): 02) 372-8272 Susaek Station, Line 6,
Exit 5 Transfer to Bus No. 7025 or 7021 Get off at Eunpyeong Bus Depot
http://eprecycle.co.kr

Gangbuk-gu

Gangbuk-gu Recycling Center: 02) 987-8272 Suyu Station, Line 4, Exit 6 Transfer
to Maeul Bus No. 1119 (toward 4.19 Tower) Get off in front of Suyu 2- dong
Office Walk straight for 30m in the opposite direction www.zungo.co.kr
Recycle City: 02) 992-8425 Suyu Station, Line 4, Exit 7 Transfer to Maeul Bus
No. 1119 Get off in front of Seongsil Church Walk 200m ahead www.rety.co.kr

Gangdong-gu

Recycle City: 02) 426-7282 Godeok Station, Line 5, Exit 2 www.rety.co.kr
Green Recycling Center: 02) 470-8230 Dunchon-dong Station, Line 5, Exit 4 Go
straight for 20m Turn left at the first corner Go straight for 100m

Gangnam-gu

Gangnam Recycling Center: 02) 501- 7157 Seolleung Station, Line 2, Exit 5, 15minute walk www.rety.co.kr
Gangnam Recycle: 02) 584-9900 Seolleung Station, Line 2, Exit 2 Go straight for
250m Turn left at the Doseong Elementary School intersection Go straight for
250m www.ks9900.com

Gangseo-gu

Banghwa Recycling Center: 02) 2666-7262
Songjeong Station, Line 5, Exit 4 Transfer to Bus No. 6631 or 6711 Get off in
front of Semin Information High School
Deungchon Recycling Center: 02) 3661-8272 Balsan Station, Line 5, Exit 5
Transfer to Bus No. 161, 601 or 605 Get off at Deungchon Middle School &
Information Culture Center http://joongo.net
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Gu (District)

Recycling Center

Gu (District)

Recycling Center

Seocho-gu

Seocho-gu Recycling Center 1: 02) 571-7272 Yangjae Station, Line 3, Exit 7
Transfer to Maeul Bus No.8 Get off at the back entrance of Kyoyuk Munhwa
Hoegwan
Seocho-gu Recycling Center 2: 02) 581-8272 Gangnam Station, Line 2, Exit 4,
5~6-minute walk Located near Chilsung Cider Bldg.

Seodaemun-gu

Seodaemun-gu Recycling Center: 02) 394-8272
Hongje Station, Line 3, Exit 3 Transfer to Bus No.09, 10, 7713, 7738 or 7739 Get
off at Hanmaeum Mart www.t-recycle.co.kr
Hyundai Recycling Center: 02) 3217-3016
Jeungsan Station, Line 6, Exit 1 Turn left at Bukgajwa intersection Go straight
for 100m

Seongbuk-gu

Seongbuk-gu Recycling Center (Jeongneung): 02) 942-7289 Gireum Station, Line
4, Exit 4 Transfer to Bus No.1114 Get off at Jeongneung 4-dong Resident Center
Seongbuk Recycle (Sangwolgokdong): 02) 941-8272 Sangwolgok Station, Line
6, Exit 4 www.zungo.co.kr

Songpa-gu

Recycle City: 02) 414-8425 Songpa Station, Line 8, Exit 1 Transfer to Bus
No.3422 or 3418 Get off at Namhyeon Chuch www.rety.co.kr
Songpa Recycling Center: 02) 418- 4911 Geoyeo Station, Line 5, Exit 3, 2minute walk

Yangcheon-gu

Yangcheon-gu Recycling Center (Mok-dong): 02) 2651-2582 Mok-dong Station,
Line 5, Exit 5 Go straight toward 801 block of Mok-dong Apt. complex #8 for
500m www.ycrc.co.kr
Yangcheon-gu Recycling Center (Sinwol): 02) 2691-8945
Yangcheon-gu Recycling Center (Western): 02) 2605-0028 Gaebong Station,
Line 1, Exit 1 Transfer to bus No. 652 or 651 Get off at Gangsin Middle School
Located near Ssangyong Automotive

Hwagokbon-dong Recycling Center: 02) 2602-0505 Hwagok Station, Line 5, Exit
2, 5- minute walk www.jonggo114.com

Geumcheon-gu

Guro-gu

Gwanak-gu
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Geumcheon-gu Recycling Center: 02) 802-7282 Siheung Station, Line 1 Transfer
to Maeul Bus No. 04 Get off at Geumcheon-gu Office Walk in Anyang direction
for 100m, located opposite from Crystal Buffet www.bestrecycle.co.kr
Doksan Recycling Center: 02) 863- 7282
Guro Digital Complex Station, Line 2, Exit 1 Transfer to Bus No. 5620 Get off at
Munseonggol entrance www.jungo7282.co.kr
Guro Recycling Center: 02) 858- 8272 Guro Station, Line 1, Exit 1, Located near
Ilsin Geonyeong Apt. www.gurogu.co.kr
Guro-gu Recycling Center (Cheonwang-dong): 02) 2683-4459
Gwangmyeongsageori Station, Line 7, Exit 6 Go straight for 500m, Near SK
Nambu (Southern) Gas Station www.carrot1004.com
Gwanak Recycling Center: 02) 884-7289 Sillim Station, Line 2, Exit 8
http://zungo.co.kr
Hanguk Synthetic Recycling Center: 02) 581-6772 Sillim Station, Line 2, Exit 7
Transfer to Maeul Bus No.3 Get off at the Eunpyeong-gil entrance
http://fm153.com

Jongno-gu

Jongno Recycling Center: 02) 762-7289 Jongno 3-ga Station, Lines 1, 3, Exit 5,
2-minute walk

Jung-gu

Jung-gu Recycling Center: 02) 2235-0890 Cheonggu Station, Lines 5, 6 Go
straight for 20m, toward Yaksu-dong, one-minute walk, near Cheonggu
Elementary School

Mapo-gu

Mapo-gu Sinchon Recycling Center: 02) 713-7289 Sinchon Station, Line 2, Exit
7 Opposite from Grand Mart, near Korea Exchange Bank, Transfer to Maeul Bus
No. 11 or 12 Get off at Sujeong Sauna http://zungo.co.kr
Mapo-gu Recycling Center (Mangwon): 02) 337-7272 Hapjeong Station, Lines 2,
6, Exit 1 Transfer to Bus No.16 Get off at Wongwang Distribution
www.m7272.co.kr
Seoul Recycling Center (Sinchon): 02) 790-8049 Sinchon Station, Line 2, Exit 5
Go straight for 150m, located near Kyobo Bldg. entrance

Nowon-gu

Nowon-gu Recycling Center, 1st Bldg.: 02) 974-7282 Hagye Station, Line 7, Exit
3, 10- minute walk Located in front of Used Vehicle Trade Center
http://zungo.co.kr
Nowon-gu Recycling Center, 2nd Bldg.: 02) 933-8289 Sangye Station, Line 4,
Exit 4, from Satgatbongsa Street, go straight towards Junggye Station for 500m

Center for International Students & Scholars

Yeongdeungpo Recycling Center 1: 02) 2632-7289 Yeongdeungpo Office
Station, Lines 2, 5, Exit 2 Located at the back entrance of Yeongdeungpo District
Yeongdeungpo-gu Office
Seoul Yeongdeungpo-gu Recycle: 02) 2636-7289 Located in front of Singil
Station, Lines 1, 5, Exit 3 www.seoule.co.kr

Yongsan-gu

Yongsan-gu Recycling Center: 02) 797-3662 Noksapyeong Station, Line 6, Exit 2,
5-minute walk
Recycle City: 02) 716-8425 Sookmyung Women’s University Station, Line 4, Exit
10 www.rety.co.kr
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APPENDIX

●

UNIVERSITY CANTEENS

●

PUBLIC OFFICES

●

MAPS
Seoul Campus
Seoul Subway

UNIVERSITY CANTEENS

College of Economics and Politics
Location
Trading hour
Telephone

Lv.1, College of Economics and Politics
During semester: 8:30am~07:00pm
During Vacation(weekdays):09:00am~06:00pm
02)961-0951

School of Buness Management
Cheongwoonkwan
Location
Trading hour

Telephone

B2 , Cheongwoonkwan
During semester :
Weekdays: 8:20am~07:00pm
Weekend : 09:300am~01:30pm
During vacation
Weekdays: 09:00am~06:00pm
02)961-9349

Telephone

Lv.2, Central Library
During semester :
Weekdays: 8:30am~08:00pm
Weekend : 09:00am~07:00pm
During vacation
Weekdays/Saturday: 09:00am~06:00pm
Sunday/Public holiday: 09:00am~07:00pm
02)961-0950

Lv.2, School of Buness Management
During semester : 8:30am~07:00pm
During Vacation(weekdays):09:00am~06:00pm
02)961-2187

College of Oriental Medicine
Location
Trading hours

Lv.1 College of Oriental Medicine
During semester: 8:30am~07:00pm
During Vacation(weekdays):09:00am~06:00pm
02)961-0953

School of Medicine, College of Pharmacy
Location
Trading hours

Lv.2, College of Pharmacy
During semester :
Weekdays: 8:30am~08:00pm
Weekend : 09:00am~01:00pm
During vacation
Weekdays: 09:00am~06:00pm
Saturday: 09:00am~01:00pm
02)961-0954

College of Liberal Arts and Science

Telephone

Location
Trading hour

College of Hotel & Tourism Management

Telephone
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Telephone

Telephone

Central Library
Location
Trading hour

Location
Trading hours

Lv.1, College of Liberal Arts and Science
During semester :
Weekdays: 8:30am~08:00pm
Weekend : 09:00am~01:00pm
During vacation
Weekdays/Saturday : 09:00am~06:00pm
Sunday: 09:00am~01:00pm
02)961-0952

Center for International Students & Scholars

Location
Trading hours
Telephone

B1, New building
During semester: 09:00am~06:00pm
02)961-0955

School of Dentistry
Location
Trading hours
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B2, School of Dentistry
During semester: 09:00am~06:00pm
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University Book store
Location
Trading hours

Telephone
E-mail

University Bakery

B1 , Cheongwoonkwan
During semester :
Weekdays: 08:30am~07:00pm
Weekend : 08:30am~01:00pm
02)962-0467 / Fax 02)962-0468
coopbook@naver.com

Location

Lv.1, Hotel & Tourism management building
Lv3. Business Administration building
Lv.1 Central Library
During semester
Weekdays:08::00am~09:00pm
Weekend:10:00am~07:00pm
During vacation
Weekdays:08:00am~07:00pm
Weekends:10:00am~07:00pm
070-8625-2256
Coffees, Organic teas, Breads, Sandwiches,

Trading hours

University Printing & Copy store
Location
Trading hours

Contact Details

B1 , Cheongwoonkwan
During semester :
Weekdays: 08:30am~07:00pm
Weekend : 08:30am~01:00pm
02)962-2876 / Fax 02)962-2896

Telephone
Menus

Stationary
Location
Trading hours

Telephone

B1 , Cheongwoonkwan
During semester :
Weekdays: 08:30am~07:00pm
Weekend : 09:00am~01:00pm
02)962-0469

University Administration Office

University Cafes
Location
Trading hours
Telephone
Menus

B1 , Cheongwoonkwan
During semester :
Weekdays: 08:30am~07:00pm
02)966-2340
Coffees, Organic teas, Breads,
Sandwiches, Yogurt ice cream

Name

Dahyang

Bubhyang
Location
Trading hours
Menus
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Lv1, Law school
During semester :
Weekdays: 08:30am~07:00pm
Coffees, Organic teas, Breads, Sandwiches, Yogurt ice cream

Center for International Students & Scholars

Contact Details

Office Of International Affairs(OIA)

Tel:961-0031

Fax:962-4343

Center for International Students and Scholars(CISS)

Tel:961-9286

Fax:961-2230

Office of Academic Affairs

Tel:961-0051~2

Fax:961-0056

Office of Academic Supporting Affairs

Tel:961-0053~4

Fax: 959-1581

Human Resources Department

Tel:961-0036~7

Fax: 961-0219

Office of Research & Univ. Industry Cooperation

Tel:961-0054~5

Fax: 961-0556

Office of Information

Tel:961-0304,0521

Fax:961-0504

Institute of International Education

Tel:961-0081~2

Fax:959-9018

One-stop Service Center

Tel:961-9335~7
Fax:961-9338,9345
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Undergraduate Administration Office
Name
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Graduate Administration Office
Contact Details

Contact Details

Graduate School

Tel. 961-0121~4,0105
Fax. 967-6937

School of Medicine

Tel. 961-0301,0274

Fax. 969-6958

School of Dentistry

Tel. 961-0341~2

Fax. 960-1457

Graduate School of Law

Tel. 961-9218~9

Fax. 961-9224

Graduate School of Business Administration

Tel. 961-0127~8

Fax. 962-9688

Graduate School of Education

Tel. 961-0135~6

Fax. 964-6674

Graduate School of Public Administration

Tel. 961-0131~2

Fax. 962-1213

Graduate School of Journalism and Communication

Tel. 961-0561

Fax. 967-7083

Graduate School of International Legal Affairs

Tel. 961-0904

Fax. 961-0905

Fax. 961-0515

Graduate School of NGO Studies

Tel. 961-0813~4

Fax. 961-9242

Graduate School of Tourism

Tel. 961-0813~4

Fax. 961-0811

College of Humanities
Department of Korean Language and Literature
Department of History
Department of Philosophy
Department of English
Translation Center

Tel. 961-0221~2
Tel. 961-0223
Tel. 961-0227
Tel. 961-0228
Tel. 961-0224
Tel. 961-0967

Fax. 963-3152

College of Law

Tel. 961-0611~3

Fax. 961-0615

College of Politics & Economics
Department of Political Science
Department of Public Administration
Department of Sociology
Department of Economics
Department of International Business and Trade
Department of Journalism and Communication

Tel. 961-9184
Tel. 961-9138
Tel. 961-9314
Tel. 961-9138
Tel. 961-0621
Tel. 961-9137
Tel. 961-0624

Fax. 961-0622

College of Business Administration

Tel. 961-0512~4

College of Hotel & Tourism Management

Tel. 961-0828~3

Fax. 964-253

College of Science
Department of Mathematics
Department of Physics
Department of Chemistry
Department of Biology
Department of Geography
Department of Information Display

Tel. 961-0887~8
Tel. 961-0255
Tel. 961-0230
Tel. 961-0237
Tel. 961-0244
Tel. 961-0251
Tel. 961-0971

Fax. 961-0646

Diplomatic Missions in Korea
Name

College of Human Ecology
Department of Child and Family Studies
Department of Housing and Interior Design
Department of Clothing and Textile
Department of Nutrition

Tel. 961-0551
Tel. 961-0538
Tel. 961-0256
Tel. 961-0265
Tel. 961-0260

Fax. 961-0261

School of Medicine

Tel. 96-0301,0274

Fax. 969-6958

College of Oriental Medicine

Tel. 961-0321

Fax. 965-5969

College of Pharmacy

Tel. 96-0356,0597

Fax. 966-3885

College of Nursing Science

Tel. 961-0305,0308

Fax961-9398

College of Music

Tel. 961-0571~3

Fax. 961-0574

College of Fine Arts

Tel. 961-0631

Fax. 961-0632

College of Dance

Tel. 961-0539

Fax. 961-0542

School of General Education

Tel. 961-0642,9311,9340
Fax. 961-9305

Center for International Students & Scholars

Name

Address

Contact Detail

Afghanistan

27-2, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-793-3535

Algeria

2-6, Itaewon-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-797-5034

Argentina

534, Itaewon-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-797-0636

Australia

19F, Kyobo Bidg.,1, Jongno1-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-2003-0100

Austria

1913, Kyobo Bidg., 1, Jongno1-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-732-9071

Bangladesh

310-22 Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-796-4056

Belarus

432-1636, Sindang2-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-2237-8173

Belgium

737-10, Hannam2-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-749-0381

Brazil

4F, Ihn Gallery Bidg.,141 Palpan-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-738-4970

Brunei

7F, Gwanghwamun Bidg.,211, Sejongno Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-790-1078

Bulgaria

723-42 Hannam 2-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-794-8625

Cambodia

653-110, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-3785-1041
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Name

128

Address

Name

Contact Detail

Address

Contact Detail

Canada

16-1, Jeong-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-3783-6000

Iran

310-22, Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-793-7751~3

Chile

25-5, Chungmuro 1-ga, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-779-2610

Ireland

13F, Leema Bidg., Soosond-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-774-6455

China

54, Hyoja-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-738-1038

Israel

10, Da-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-720-1369

18F, Cheonggye 11 Bidg., 149, Seorin-dong, Jongno-gu,
Seoul

02-3210-8500

Colombia
Congo

702, Naesu-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-720-1369

Italy

1-398, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-796-0491

Japan

18-11, Junghak-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-2170-5200

Cote d lvoire

2F, Cheongam Bidg., 794-4, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu,
Seoul

02-3785-0561

Kazakhstan

274-5, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-379-9714

Costa Rica

50-1 Dohwa-dong, Mapo-gu,Seoul

02-707-9249

Kuwait

309-15, Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-749-3688

Czech
Republic

1-121, Sinmunno2-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-720-6453

Laos

657-9, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-796-1713

Lebanon

310-49, Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-794-6482

Denmark

Room#501, Namsong Bidg.,260-199, Itaewon-dong,
Yongsan-gu,Seoul

02-795-4187

Libya

210-71, Itaewon-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-797-6001~3

Dominica

19F Taepyeong-ro Bidg.,310,Taepyeong-ro2-ga, Jung-gu,
Seoul

02-756-3513

Malaysia

4-1, Hannam1-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-795-9203

Mexico

33-6, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-798-1694

Ecuador

100, Gongpyeong-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-739-2401

Mongolia

33-5, Hannam1-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-798-3464

Egypt

46-1, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-749-0787

Morocco

4F, Hannam Tower,730,Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-793-6249

Republic of
El Salvador

98-78, Unni-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-753-3432

Myanmar

723-1, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-790-3814~6

Netherlands

14F, Kyobo Bidg., Jongno1-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-737-9514

New Zealand

15F, Kyobo Bidg., Jongno1-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-3701-7707

Nigeria

310-10, Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-797-2370

Norway

258-8, Itaewon-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-795-6850

Oman

309-3, Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-790-2431

Pakistan

124-13, Itaewon-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-796-8252

Finland

1602, Jongno1-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-732-6737

France

30, Hap-dong, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul

02-3149-4300

Gabon

4F, Yongsan Bidg., 738-20, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu,
Seoul

02-793-9575

Germany

308-5, Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-748-4114

Ghana

5-4, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

Greece

27F, Hanhwa Bidg., Janggyo-dong1-ga, Juung-gu, Seoul

02-729-1400~1

Panama

66, Jeokseon-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-734-8610~2

Guatemala

614, Lotte Hotel,1, Sogong-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-771-7582~3

Room#210, Pavilion Doosan We’ve

02-2198-5771

Holy See

2, Gungjeong-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-736-5725

Papa
New Guinea

Republic
of Honduras

22F, Jongno Tower Bidg.,Jongno2-ga,Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-738-8402

Paraguay

3F, Hannam Tower Company Bidg., 730, Hannam-dong,
Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-792-8335

Hungary

1-103, Dongninggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-792-2103

Peru

20F, Daeyeongak Bidg.,25-5, Chungmuro1-ga, Jung-gu,
Seoul

02-757-1735~7

India

37-3, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-798-4257

Philippines

5-1, Itaewon 1-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-796-7387~9

Indonesia

55, Yeouido-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul

02-783-5675

Poland

70, Sagan-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-723-9681

Center for International Students & Scholars
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Address

Contact Detail
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Portugal

2F, Wonseo Bidg., 1-gi, Wonseo-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-3675-2251

Qatar

309-5, Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-798-2444

Romania

1-104, Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-797-4924

Russia

34-16, Jeong-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-318-2117

Saudi Arabia

1-112, Sinmunno2-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-739-0631

Serbia and
Montenegro

730, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-797-5109

Singapore

28F, Seoul Finance Center,84, Taepyeong-ro1-ga, Jung-gu,
Seoul

02-774-2464~7

Slovakia

389-1, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-794-3981

South Africa

1-37, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-792-4855

Spain

726-52, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-794-3581

Sri Lanka

229-18, Itaewon-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-735-2966

Sudan

653-24, Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-793-8692

Sweden

8F, Danam Bidg., 120, Namdaemunno5-ga, Seoul

02-3703-3700

Switzerland

31-10, Songwol-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-739-9511

Thailand

653-7,Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-795-3098

Tunisia

1-17,Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-790-4334

Turkey

4F, Vivian Bidg.,4-52, Seobinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-794-0255

Ukraine

1-97,Dongbinggo-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-790-5696

U.A.E.

5-5,Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

02-790-3235

U.K.

40, Taepyeong-ro,4, Jeong-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul

02-3210-5500

Uruguay

708-6, Yeoksam2-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

02-6245-3180

U.S.A.

32, Sejongno, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-397-4114

The Seoul Global Center is the only one-stop service organization in Korea to provide
support for foreigners.The Seoul Global Center offers expert services to foreigners,
advising them on how to conduct successful business activities and have a comfortable
living experience, as well as helping them to enjoy the local culture to the full.
Experts in various fields provide professional services to foreigners visiting the center.
From multi-language consultations in English, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese,
Mongolian and Tagalog, Uzbek, to business consultations, comprehensive
administrative services, various educational courses and international exchange
events, the SGC provides foreigners with an opportunity to experience diverse aspects
of Seoul.
Seoul is quickly developing into a “clean and attractive international city” and a
“foreigner-friendly global city.”

Uzbekistan

#702,Diplomatic Center, 1376-1, Seocho2-dong, Seocho-gu,
Seoul

02-574-6554

Directions

Venezuela

16F, Korea SC First Bank Bidg., 100, Gongpyeong-dong,
Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-732-1546

Vietnam

28-58, Samcheong-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-739-2065

E.U.

16F, Sean Bidg., 116, Sinmunno1-ga, Jongno-gu, Seoul

02-735-1101

Center for International Students & Scholars

Seoul Global Center

Walk 50m towards the Press Center from Exit 4 of City Hall Station (Line 1)
Walk 300m towards the Press Center from Exit 5 of Gwanghwamun Station (Line 5)
Tel : 02-2075-4130
Business Hours : Mon-Fri. 09:00-18:00 (Lunch 12:00-13:00)
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City of Seoul

Name

The followings are the international website of the City of Seoul
English
Japanese
Chinese
French
Spanish

http://english.seoul.go.kr
http://japanese.seoul.go.kr
http://chinese.seoul.go.kr/ch
http://French.seoul.go.kr
http://spanish.seoul.go.kr

International Clinics
Name

Contact Detail

Seoul University Hospital

Tel: 02-2072-2144

http://:www.snuh.org

Soon Chun Hyang University

Tel: 02-709-9114

http://www.schuh.ac.kr

Hanyang University

Tel:02-2290-8114

http://hmc.hanyang.ac.kr

Sinchon Severance Hospital

Inje University Seoul Paik Hospital

Tel:02-2270-1119

http://www.paik.ac.kr

Chung-ang University Yongsan Hospital

Tel:02-748-9700

http://yh.caumc.or.kr

Soon Chun Hyang University Hospital

Tel:02-790-9117~9

http://www.schuh.ac.kr

Seongdong-gu
Hanyang University Hospital

Tel:02-2290-8282

http://smc.hanyang.ac.kr

Sahmyook Medical Center

Tel:02-2210-3566

http://www.sah.co.kr

Seongbuk-gu Korea Unversity Anam
Hospital

Tel:02-920-5878

http://www.anam.kumc.or.kr

Sanggye Paik Hospital

Tel:02-950-1119

http://www.paik.ac.kr

Seodaemun-gu Seoul Severance
Hospital

Tel:02-2228-8888

http://yd.iseverance.com

Ewha Womans
University Mokdong Hospital

Tel:02-2650-5119

http://www.eumc.co.kr

Korea University Guro Hospital

Tel:02-2626-1550

http://guro.kumc.or.kr

Airlines
Name of Airlines

Gangnam St. Mary’s Hospital

Contact Detail

Downtown office

Samsung Medical Center

S7 Airlines

82-2-3455-1234,5

Gangnam Severance Hospital

Garuda Indonesia

82-2-773-2092~4

CHA Hospital

Northwest Airlines

82-2-732-1700

Songpa-gu Asan Medical Center

Korean Air

Name
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Contact Detail

Seoul National University Hospital

Tel:031-0484-0505

http://www.snuh.org

Seoul Red Cross Hospital

Tel:02-2002-8888

http://www.srch.or.kr

Kangbuk Samsung Medical Center

Tel:02-2001-1000

http://www.kbsmc.co.kr

Ewha Womans University
Dongdaemun Hospital

Tel:02-760-5114

http://www.eumc.co.kr

National Medical Center

Tel:02-2260-7414

http://www.nmc.go.kr

Center for International Students & Scholars

82-32-744-1990

82-32-742-7654

Delta Air Lines

Emergency Hospitals in Seoul

Airport office

82-32-744-3772~3

Lufthansa

82-2-2019-0180

82-32-744-3400

Malaysia Airlines

82-2-777-7761-2

82-32-744-3501

Mongolian Airlines

82-2-756-9761

82-32-744-6800

Vietnam Airlines

82-2-757-8920

82-32-744-6565~6

Vladivostok Airlines

82-2-733-2920~3

Business Air
SAT AIRLINES

82-2-753-7131

Shandong Airlines

82-2-775-2691

Shanghai Airlines

82-2-774-8800
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Name of Airlines
Cebu Pacific Air

Downtown office

Airport office

82-2-3708-8585

SkyStar Airways Co.,Ltd
Shenzhen Airlines

82-2-319-9788

Singapore Airlines

82-2-755-1226

82-32-744-6500~2

Southern Air

82-32-742-9257

82-32-742-9257

Atlas Air

82-32-744-2132~3
82-2-752-6310

Emirates

82-2-2022-8400

Eva Air

82-2-756-0015

Air Macau
Air Canada
Air France
Aeroflot-Russian
Int. Airlines

82-32-743-5220,3
82-32-743-8101

82-32-744-0898~9
82-32-744-4900~1

82-2-551-0321~1

82-32-744-8672

Airport office
82-32-744-3255~8

China Southern Airlines

82-2-775-9070

82-32-744-3270

China Eastern Airlines

82-2-518-0330

82-32-744-3780/6

CHINA POSTAL
AIRLINES
China Xiamen Airlines

82-2-3455-1662~6

China Hainan Airlines

82-2-779-0600

China Cargo airlines

82-2-518-0330

China Airlines
82-32-743-8999

82-2-3788-0100

Downtown office

Air China
82-32-743-5460

Asiana Airlines

Name of Airlines

JIN AIR

82-32-744-3793
82-32-743-1513~4

82 2 1600 6200

Cargolux Airlines Int. SA

82 32 743 1502
82-32-744-3711

Qatar Airways

82-2-3708-8571~3

82-32-744-3370~72

Cathay Pacific Airways

82-2-311-2800

82-32-744-6777

KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines

82-2-2011-5500

82-32-744-6700~1

Air Astana

82-32-743-2620

Air India

82-32-743-5439

Thai Airways
International

82-32-743-5396

Turkish Airlines

82-32-744-6766

Federal Express

82-32-744-6100

82-32-743-1014

Polar Air Cargo

82-32-744-4215

PMT Air

82-32-743-7473

Aircalin

82-2-3708-8560

Air Hong Kong
Orient Thai Airlines

82-2-757-6399

Uzbekistan Airways

82-2-734-6075~6

United Airlines

82-2-751-0300

UNI Airways Corp
UPS

82-2-2022-1000

Iran Air

82-2-319-4555

EASTAR JET

82-1544-0080

Japan Airlines

82-32-744-6666

FINNAIR

82-32-743-5669

Philippine Airlines
HONG KONG
EXPRESS AIRWAYS

82-32-744-3571
82-2-777-7055

82-32-744-3737

82-32-744-3720~3
82-2-755-8088

82-70-8660-8175
82-32-744-3601~3

Nippon Cargo Airlines

82-32-744-3224~5

GreatWall Airlines

82-2-317-8822

82-32-743-0775

All Nippon Airways

82-2-752-5500

82-32-744-3200

Zest Airways
Jade Cargo International

82-32-743-2361

JEJUAIR
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